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Appendix I 
Introductory letter 
zummw ý 
.0 
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
OF THE REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA 
Trybor' 2, Ljubljana 
Tel.: 0 
r1I 
32 32 45 
Fax: 061 323 M 
Distinguisbed Madam /Sir, 
Eiii1n fl ni-i-i-ui 
UNIVERSITY OF LJUBLJANA 
Medical Faculty 
Institute of Social Medicine 
Zoloika A, qu6liono 
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC 
HEALTH UUBILIANA 
Zoloika 29, Ljubljana 
A&I 
Of ý 
STATISTICAL OFFICE OF 
THE REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA 
Tel.: (061) 132 82 21 
Fax: (061) 168 53 30 
We would cordially like to invite you to agree to participate in the national survey "Sexual Lifestyles, 
Attitudes and Health". You have been selected into a random sample of 5400 inhabitants of 
Slovenia. 
An interviewer will visit you shortly and explain to you more about the survey. She will have an 
interviewer identity card issued by the Institute of Public Health of the Republic of Slovenia and 
the Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia with berpicture. 
All the information you mightprovide would be strictly confidential. All questions areprepared 
so that they are easy to answer. Your answers to most intimate questions would be anonymous. 
7"bese questions are in special booklets which you could complete by yoursel(and only give back 
to the interviewer in a sealed envelope, so that even the interviewer would not see your answers. 
In Slovenia, we never conducted a survey that wouldprovide reliable information about sexual 
lifestyles and attitudes relevant to the spread of AIDS and otber sexually transmitted diseases. 
Healtb care workers and otberprofessionals, wbo plan public bealtb care and bealtb promotion, 
feelfor a long time that we need sucb in rmation. 0) 
Ybe survey isfinanced by the Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Science and Technology, UNAIDS, 
the Institute ofHealth insurance of Slovenia, the City Council of Ljubljana, Merck Sharp & Dobme 
idea Inc., Roche Diagnostics, Krka and several smaller donors. Ybeparricipating institutions are 
the Institute ofPublic Health of the Republic of Slovenia, the Medical Faculty, the Institute of Public 
Health of 1jubUana, and the Statistical Office of the Republic of Slovenia. 
For the success of the survey it is extremely imponant, that eacb invited individual contributes 
bislber own attitudes and experiences wbatever they may be. Only so we can obtain reliable 
informationfor the wbole Slovenian population. Wrben a person is selected into a random sample, 
be, lsbe can not be replaced witb anotber one. Ybus your co-qperation is very valuable. We cordially 
ask you to welcome the interviewer that will visitjvu sbonly. ffyou need any additional information 
pleasefeelfree to get in toucb witb the survey team. 
Sincerelyyoun, 
,A 10,0 
j- REPUBLI r4 
SLOVENUE au2v, 4 
Irena Klavs, MD, MSc Metka Macarol-Hiti, MD 
Principle investigator Director 
Institute of Public Health Institute of Public Health 
of the Republic of Slovenia of the Republic of Slovenia 
Appendix 2 
Information leaflet 
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Appendix 3 
Interviewer administered questionnaire 
(male version) 
Isvs 01 
institute of Public Health 
of the Republic of Slovenia 
Trubarjeva 2,1000 Ljubljana 
Tel.: (061) 132 32 45 
Fax: (061) 323 940 
Statistical Office of 
the Republic of Slovenia 
Volarski pot 12,1000 Ljubljana 
Tel.: (061) 132 82 21 
Fax: (061) 302 370 
Institute of Social Medicine 
Medical Faculty 
Zalolka 4,1000 Ljubljana 
Tel.: (061) 131 42 10 
Fax: (061) 131 42 10 
Institute of Public of 
Public Health Ljubljana 
Zaloika 29,1000 Ljubljana 
Tel.: (061) 186 39 00 
Fax: (061) 140 3190 
NATIONAL SURVEY 
SEXUAL LIFESTYLES, ATTITUDES, AND HEALTH 
1999/2000 
Person's number: 
Time interview 
started: 
hour minute 
1. HEALTH, FAMILY AND FIRST CONTACT WITH SEXUAL MATTERS 
We will start with a few questions about your health, but can you please tell me first 
1. a) I What month and what year were you born? 
b)j What was your age last birthday? 
For your age, would you describe your state of health 
READ OU'P 
MONTH: 
= 
YEAR: 
Only 18-49 
YEARS: 
= 
very good 1 
fairly good . ..... 2 
average . ..... 3 
rather poor . ..... 4 
or very poor . ..... 5 
3. a) I am going to read out two statements. Please say which one comes closest to how you feel about things,.... 
READ OUP 
There is a lot people can do to keep themselves in good health . ..... 1 
or health is mostly a matter of luck . ..... 2 (Can't choose / Doesn't know) ..... 7 
b) What about this statement: "To have good health is the most important thing in life"? Do you.... 
READ OLM. 
strongly agree . ..... 
1 
agree . ..... 
2 
disagree . ..... 
4 
or strongly disagree . ..... 
5 
(Depends / Doesn't know) ..... 3 
4. a) On average, how often have you drank alcohol in the past year? 
READ OUT: 
Every day or nearly every day, 
several days a week, 
at least once a week, 
less than once a week, 
or never. 
(Varies. ) 
b) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5. a 
About how many drinks do you usually have on the days when you have any, 
apart from parties or special occasions? 
One 1 
Two 2 
Three to four ..... 3 More than four ..... 4 Other (SPECIFY: ) ..... 5 
ONE DRINK is: 
half a pint of beer (2.5 dcl) 
one glass of vine (1 dcl) 
one tot of spirits (brandy/vodka ... ) (0.3 dcl) 
5. a) I Do you smoke cigarettes? 
Yes 1 
No 2o 
_5. 
cd 
b) About how many do you smoke a day? 
NUMBER: 
Does not smoke every day 94 6. a) 
Varies(RANGE: -) 
95 
c) 
. 
Have you ever smoked as much as a cigarette a day for as long as a year? 
Yes 1 
No 
6. a) I How much do you weight? 
b) I How tall are you? 
KILOGRAMS: 
CENTIMETRES: 
Doesn't know ..... 997 
Doesn't know ..... 997 
2 
7. 
a) 
b) 
And now a few questions about your family when you were growing up. 
What was your fathers education (biological or adoptive)? 
What about the mother (biological or adoptive)? 
a) fatherb) mother 
Not attended school ..... 00 ..... 00 
1-3 years elementary school ..... 01 ..... 01 
4-7 years elementary school ..... 02 ..... 02 
Elementary school ..... 03 ..... 03 
Lower years of secondary school ..... 04 ..... 04 
5-3 years secondary school programme ..... 05 ..... 05 
4-5 years secondary school programme ..... 06 ..... 06 Higher school, first stage university ..... 07 ..... 07 High school, university or academy ..... 08 ..... 08 
Specialisation, MSc ..... 09 ..... 
09 
PhD ..... 10 ..... 10 
Never had/knew father/mother ..... 96 ..... 
96 
Doesn't know ..... 97 ..... 
96 
C) 
45) 1 
When were you about 15 years old, which of the following applied for your father (biological or adoptive)? 
And the mother (biological or adoptive)? 
READ OUT AS MUCH AS NEEDED: 
c) fatherd) mother 
In paid work in a factory, company, institution ..... 01 ..... 01 In paid work in a private business ..... 02 ..... 02 In paid work with a free lancer ..... 03 ..... 03 In paid work with a farmer ..... 04 ..... 04 Self employed - private business ..... 05 ..... 05 Self employed individual ..... 06 ..... 06 Free lance ..... 07 ..... 07 Farmer ..... 08 ..... 08 Contractual work ..... 09 ..... 09 Helping in a family business, farm ..... 10 ..... 10 Unemployed ..... 11 ..... 11 In education or training ..... 12 ..... 12 Housework ..... 13 ..... 13 Retired ..... 14 ..... 14 Disabled ..... 15 ..... 15 Other-father (SPECIFY: ..... 16 Other-mother (SPECIFY- ..... 16 Never had/knew father/mother ..... 96 ..... 96 Doesn't know ..... 97 ..... 97 
3 
8. a) 
b) 
I When you were about 15 years old, had your father (biological or adoptive) had any religious affiliation? 
I What about the mother (biological or adoptive; when you were about 15 years old)? 
a) father b) mother 
Yes 11 
No 22F for bothi parents 2,6 or 7 
Never had/knew father/mother 668. h) 
Doesn't know 77 
d), e) 
f), 
f) father g) mother 
Once a week or more ..... 01 ..... 01 
Less often but at least once in two weeks ..... 02 ..... 02 
Less often but at least once a month ..... 03 ..... 03 
Less often but at least twice a year ..... 04 ..... 04 
Less often but at least once a year ..... 05 ..... 05 
Less often than once a year ..... 06 ..... 06 
Almost never ..... 07 ..... 07 Varied ..... 08 ..... 08 
Doesn't remember / doesn't want to respond ..... 97 ..... 97 Not applicable ..... 98 ..... 98 
I What was their (his/her) religious affiliation? 
Roman Catholic 
Evangelical 
Serbian Orthodox 
Other Protestant 
Jehovah's Witnesses 
MuslimAslarn 
Other-father (SPECIFY: 
Other-mother (SPECIFY, 
Never had/knew father/mother 
Not applicable 
How important was religion to them (him/her)? 
READ OUT: 
Very important 
Fairly important 
Not very important 
Not at all important 
Not applicable 
c) father 6) mother 
01 ..... 01 02 ..... 02 03 ..... 03 04 ..... 04 05 ..... 05 06 ..... 06 
07 
96 
..... 
96 
98 
..... 
98 
d) father e) mother 
.1 .1 
.2 .2 
.3 .3 
.4 .4 
.8 .8 
Apart from such special occasions as weddings, funerals and baptisms, how often were 
they attending services or meetings connected with their religion (when you were about 15 years old)? 
4 
h) I What about yourself, do you have any religious affiliation? 
What is your religious affiliation? 
Ye s1 
No 2 9. all 
Roman Catholic I 
Evangelical 2 
Serbian Orthodox 
..... 3 Other Protestant 
..... 4 Jehovah's Witnesses ..... 5 Muslim/Islam ..... 6 Other (SPECIFY: ) ..... 7 
How important is religion to you? 
READ OUT: 
Very important 1 
Fairly important 2 
Not very important ..... 3 
Not at all important ..... 4 
k) Apart from such special occasions as weddings, funerals and baptisms, 
how often do you attend services or meetings connected with your religion? 
Once a week or more ..... 01 Less often but at least once in two weeks ..... 02 
Less often but at least once a month ..... 03 
Less often but at least twice a year ..... 04 
Less often but at least once a year ..... 05 
Less often than once a year ..... 06 
Almost never ..... 07 Varies ..... 08 
Refuses to answer ..... 97 
5 
9. a) I Have you lived with both of your (biological) parents until you were about 15 years old? 
Yes 
No 
b) Was that because 
READ OUT. 
they divorced or separated 1 
because of death 2 
you were adopted ..... 3 
or is there another reason (RECORD REASON: 
-- 
) ..... 4 
C) 
6) 
How old were you when that happened? 
YEARS: 
= 
(00, if less than 1 year) 
How old were you when you first moved to live away from your parents (your mother/father) 
(for more than 4 months a year), even if only for education (or you still leave 
with your parents/mother/father)? 
YEARS: 
Still lives with parents/mother/father 00 9. e) 
d) Did you first move away because 
READ OUT: 
you moved to boarding house . ..... 01 
started studying at the university . ..... 02 
got married . ..... 03 
started cohabitation with your partner . ..... 04 
started your own household . ..... 05 
started sharing accommodation with friends? ..... 06 (Other reasons: ) 
(Military service) ..... 07 (Moved to relatives) ..... 08 (Foster care/orphanage) ..... 09 (Other, RECORD: ) ..... 10 
e) Do you have, or did you have any brothers or sisters 
(including half- or step- brothers or sisters)? 
Yes 1 
No 
6 
10. 
b) 
Do you have or have you had any children of your own? I mean all your 
biological children, although they never lived with you as part of your household? 
(EXCLUDE MISCARRIAGE/ABORTIONADOPTED) 
How old were you when your first child was born? 
How many children have you had? 
Yes I -, I 
No 12 11.1 
One 
YEARS: 
= 
01 
More than one. NUMBER: 
How old is the youngest? 
(How old would be the youngest if he/she lived? ) 
Do they all have the same mother? 
YEARS: 
= 
Yes 1 
No 
CARD-A-(-MJ 
EXPLAIN: The answers to the next question are given on this card. When I read the question to you, you 
can just tell me the code letters, which represent your answers. 
a) When you were growing up, in which of the ways listed on this card did you learn about sexual matters? 
PROBE: Any other ways? 
UNTIL HE RESPONDS: No, no other ways. 
IF TWO OR MORE WAYS, 
ALSO ASK b) an c), IF NOT, GO TO OUESTION 12. 
b) I Which of these ways was the most important? 
c) I And which was the sgond most important? 
Mother 
Father 
Brother(s) 
Sister(s) 
Other relative(s) 
Lessons at school 
Friends of my own age 
My first girlfriend (sexual partner) 
My first male sexual partner 
A doctor, nurse or in health care facility 
Television 
Radio 
Books 
Magazines or newspapers 
Other (SPECIFY. 
Refuses to answer 
Can't remember 
a) All b) Most c) Second most 
(P) ..... 01 (P) ..... 01 (P) ..... 01 (Z) ..... 02 (Z) ..... 02 (Z) ..... 02 (F) ..... 03 (F) ..... 03 (F) ..... 03 (L) ..... 04 (L) ..... 04 (L) ..... 04 (N) ..... 05 (N) ..... 05 (N) ..... 05 (D) ..... 06 (D) ..... 06 (D) ..... 06 (J) ..... 07 (J) ..... 07 (J) ..... 07 (S) ..... 08 (ý) ..... 08 (S) ..... 08 
(2) ..... 09 (Z) ..... 09 (2) ..... 09 (A) ..... 10 (A) ..... 10 (A) ..... 10 (K) ..... 11 (K) ..... 11 (K) ..... 11 (E) ..... 12 (E) ..... 12 (E) ..... 12 (G) ..... 13 (G) ..... 13 (G) ..... 13 (V) 
..... 14 (V) ..... 14 (V) ..... 
14 
15 ..... 15 ..... 
15 
96 96 96 ..... ..... ..... 
..... 97 ..... 97 ..... 
97 
7 
12. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) I 
EXPLAIN: Possible answers to the next question are again given on a card. 
Looking back to the time you felt ready to have some sexual experience yourself, 
is there anything on this list that you now feel 
you ought to have know more about? 
Yes (ought to have known more) 
No (knew enough) 
I am not ready for sexual experience yet 
About which of these things you ought to have know more about? 
You can only tell me code letters. PROBE: What others? 
1 
13. 
How girl's bodies develop 
How boy's bodies develop 
How a baby is born 
Sexual intercourse 
Contraception, birth control 
Homosexuality 
Masturbation 
About feelings during sex 
How to make sex more satisfying 
How to be able to say "NO", if you don't want sex 
How to be able to say "NO", if you don't want certain things in sex 
Sexual feelings, emotions and relationships 
How to negotiate condom use 
Sexually transmitted diseases 
Other (SPECIFY. 
All of them 
Would have liked to know more, but can't specify about what 
AGAIN CARD A (M) 
(A) 
..... 01 (ä) 
..... 02 (B) ..... 03 (H) ..... 04 (R) ..... 05 (L) ..... 06 (T) ..... 07 (F) ..... o8 (K) ..... 09 (S) ..... lo (Z) ..... ii (M) ..... 12 (E) ..... 13 (D) 
..... 14 (N) 
..... 15 
..... 96 
..... 97 
If you look again on this card, in which of these ways would you have liked to learn 
more about sexual matters the most (when you felt ready to have some sexual experience yourself)? 
Now, please tell me what would be the second most desired way. 
c) Most desired 6) Second most 
Mother 
Father 
Brother(s) 
Sister(s) 
Other relative(s) 
Lessons at school 
Friends of my own age 
My first girlfriend (sexual partner) 
My first male sexual partner 
A doctor, nurse or in health care facility 
Television 
Radio 
Books 
Magazines or newspapers 
Other (SPECIFY. 
Can't decide / Doesn't remember 
(P) ..... 01 (P) ..... 01 (Z) ..... 02 (Z) ..... 02 (F) ..... 03 (F) ..... 03 (L) ..... 04 (L) ..... 04 (N) ..... 05 (N) ..... 05 (D) ..... 06 (D) ..... 06 (J) 
..... 
07 (J) ..... 07 
(ý) ..... 08 
(S) ..... 08 
(Z) ..... 09 (2) ..... 09 (A) ..... 10 (A) ..... 10 
(K) ..... 11 (K) ..... 11 (E) ..... 12 (E) ..... 12 (G) ..... 13 (G) ..... 13 (V) ..... 14 (V) ..... 14 
..... 15 ..... 15 
..... 97 ..... 97 
8 
11. FIRST EXPERIENCES 
13. CARD C (M) 
On this card'are two questions about your own experience. For each question would you tell me your age at 
the time, or just say "this hasn't ever happened". 
DO NOT READ OUT THE QUESTIONS BELOW, EXCEPT IF THE RESPONDENT NEEDS HELP. 
PAUSE, TO GIVE RESPONDENT TIME TO READ CARD. 
A How old were you when you first had sexual intercourse with a woman, 
or hasn't this ever happened? 
B* How old were you when you first had any type of experience of a sexual kind - 
for example, kissing, cuddling, petting - with a woman, or hasn't this ever happened? 
(*IF RESPONDENT QUERIES THE MEANING OF B, EXPLAIN: 
Any kind of experience that you feel is sexual. ) 
a) How about question "A"? 
IF RESPONDENT NOT SURE, PROBE: About how old? 
RING LETTER ALSO! 
YEARS (estimate): A 
Hasn't ever happened ..... 96 B Refused to answer ..... 97 c 
b) How about question "B"? 
IF RESPONDENT NOT SURE, PROBE: About how old? 
RING LETTER ALSO! 
C) I CHECK WHICH LETTER WAS RINGED AT QUESTION 13. 
YEARS (estimate): 
=A 
Hasn't ever happened ..... 96 B Refused to answer ..... 97 c 
A 
B or C 24. 
9 
14. 
b) 
IN 15. 
HAND SELF-COMPLETION QUESTIONNAIRE "FIRST EXPERIENCES"-MALE VERSION. 
Would you prefer to answer the next few questions yourself? 
Just tick boxes opposite the answers that apply to you. 
Please, ask, if there is something unclear. 
CODE: 
Questionnaire accepted 11 
Prefers to be asked 2 15.1 
C) 
6) 
15. 
WRITE IN YOUR REASON FOR DECIDING 
ON USE OF SELF-COMPLETION. 
Questionnaire completed without queries 1 
Questionnaire completed with queries 2 23. 
Completion refused (SPECIFY REASON: 3 
WHEN QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETED: 
Thank you. Was there anything you weren't sure about that you'd like me to explain? 
EXPLAIN IF NECESSARY. 
CODE: 
The next few questions are about the first sexual intercourse you had with a woman. 
a) I How old was your partner at the time? 
b) I Was it the first time for her also? 
YEARS (estimate): 
= 
Never knew partner's age ...... 96 Can't remember ..... 97 
Yes 1 
1 think it was 2 
1 think it was not ..... 3 No ..... 4 Don't know ..... 7 
ASSESS: APPROPRIATE TO ASK QUESTIONS 15 TO 22? 
Yes (PRIVATE ENOUGH, RESPONDENT CONFIDENT) 
No (NOT PRIVATE, RESPONDENT NOT CONFIDENT) 
10 
16. a) I Would you say that you were both equally willing to have intercourse or was one of you more willing than the other? 
Both equally willing 1 17. a) Respondent more 2 
Female partner more 3 
Can't remember 7 17. a) 
b) Would you say.... 
READ OUT: 
you were also willing 1 
or, you had to be persuaded 2 
X, you were forced? ..... 3 
17. a) I Did you use condom (on that first occasion)? 
Yes 1 
No 2 17. 
Don't know 7 
b) Did you use a condom..... I 
READOUT: 
to prevent pregnancy 1 
to prevent sexually transmitted infection 2 
because of both these reasons ..... 3 
or for some other reason (SPECIFY. ) ..... 4 (Don't know) 7 
CARD-OL(M) 
Did you or your partner use any other contraception method listed on this card or, 
did anything else apart from what is listed on this card? 
CODE SEVERAL ANSWERS IF GIVEN. 
The pill (J) ..... 01 Morning after pill / post-coital contraception (R) ..... 02 
Intrauterine device / the coil (E) ..... 04 Only condom, nothing else (L) ..... 05 Diaphragm (cap) (P) ..... 06 Foam / creams /jellies / suppositories (U) ..... 07 Washing / douching (T) ..... 08 Safe period (K) ..... 09 Withdrawal / been careful (S) ..... 10 Other method (SPECIFY. (F) ..... 14 I did not use or, did anything, I do not know for her (N) ..... 15 We did not use any of these (Z) ..... 16 Can't remember ..... 97 
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18. 
b) 
Which of these statements about you and your first female partner best descdWS the situation? 
She was a prostitute (N) 
We had just met for the first time (T) 
We had met recently (R) 
We had k)mn each oter for a wNe, btA didrill have a steadý relatiaishp at ft tire (D) 
We had a steady relationship at the time (E) 
We were living together but not married or engaged (F) 
We were engaged to be married (G) 
We were married (H) 
Other (SPECIFY: (S) 
JUST ONE I 
01 19. 02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
96 
How log have you known each other before this happened? 
DAYS: MONTHS: YEARS: 
(If none, enter 0) (If none, enter 0) (If none, enter 0) 
CARD E (M) 
19. a) I Which of these statements best describes the situation that lead to your first intercourse? 
It just happened on a spur of the moment (A) 1 
1 expected it would happen soon, but wasn't sure when (B) 2 
1 expected it to happen at that time (C) 3 
1 planed it to happen at that time (D) 4 
We both planed it together beforehand (E) 5 
Can't remember (F) 7 
Other (SPECIFY- 8 
CARD F (M) 
b) Which of these statements, if any, describes how you have felt then? 
Please, tell about all statement that apply. 
IF ONLY 1 STATEMENT GO TO QUESTION 20. 
c) I Which of these statements best describes how you have felt then? 
b) C) 
ALL BEST 
I was curious what it would be like (M) 01 (M) 01 
I got carried away by my feelings (C) 02 (C) 02 
Most people of my age seemed to be doing it (F) 03 (F) 03 
It was a natural follow-on in the relationship (L) 04 (L) 04 
1 was a bit drunk at the time (R) 05 (R) 05 
1 wanted to loose my virginity (H) 06 (H) 06 
1 was in love (D) 07 (D) 07 
Other (SPECIFY. (S) 08 (S) 08 
None of these / can't decide 09 09 
Can't remember 97 
12 
20. How long did the sexual relationship with your first partner continue, 
or is it still continuing now, or did it not continue at all? 
Still continuing now ..... 01 Did not continue at all (it happened only once) ..... 02 Continued for: 
Les than a month ..... 03 Over 1 month but less than 3 months ..... 04 Over 3 months but less than 6 months ..... 05 Over 6 months but less than 12 months ..... 06 More than 1 year but less than 5 years ..... 07 More than 5 years but less than 10 years ..... 08 More than 10 years (SPECIFY- ) ..... 09 Can't remember ..... 97 
21. Looking back now, do you think.... 
READ OUT. 
you should have waited longer, before having sexual intercourse for the first time 1 
or, that you should not have waited so long 2 
or, was it about the right time? ..... 3 (Don't know / No opinion) ..... 7 
22. How long was it after the first time you had sexual intercourse with your fjLsj 
female partner till you had intercourse with the next, the second female partner, 
or this never happened? 
Has never happened ..... 02 This was after: 
More than 1 month but less than 3 months ..... 04 More than 3 months but less than 6 months ..... 05 More than 6 months but less than 12 months ..... 06 More than 1 year but less than 5 years ..... 07 More than 5 years but less than 10 years ..... 08 
More than 10 years (SPECIFY- ) ..... 09 Can't remember ..... 97 
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111. LIFESTYLE 
23. Now I would like to ask you a few more general questions about things affecting sex. 
a) Can you please tell me whether you or (any of) your partner(s) have ever used any 
of the methods on this list. Just tell me the code letters. 
PROBE: Any others? 
IF AT LEAST 1 METHOD UNDER a) ALSO ASK b), IF NOT GO TO QUESTION 24. 
b) Have you ever used any of these methods in the past 12 months? 
PROBE: Any others? 
a) ever b)in the past 
12 months 
The pill (J) ..... 01 (J) ..... 01 Morning after pill / post-coital contraception (R) ..... 02 (R) ..... 02 Hormonal injections against conception (D) ..... 03 (D) ..... 03 Intrauterine device / the coil (E) ..... 04 (E) ..... 04 Condom (L) ..... 05 (L) ..... 05 Diaphragm (cap) (P) ..... 06 (P) ..... 06 Foam / creams / jellies / suppositories (U) ..... 07 (U) ..... 07 Washing / douching (T) ..... 08 (T) ..... 08 Safe period (K) ..... 09 (K) ..... 09 Withdrawal / been careful (S) ..... 10 (S) ..... 10 I am sterilized (M) ..... 11 (M) ..... 11 My female partner was sterilized (B) ..... 12 (B) ..... 12 Going without sexual intercourse to avoid pregnancy (Z) ..... 13 (Z) ..... 13 Other method (SPECIFY. (F) ..... 14 (F) ..... 14 We did not use any of these ever / in the past 12 months (C) ..... 16 (C) ..... 16 
ONLY FOR INTERVIEWER BEFERENCEI 
(DO NOT READ CARDS, EXCEPT IF RESPONDENT NEEDS HELR) 
CARD H (M) (QUESTION 24. 
I have felt sexually attracted: 
- only to female(s), never to male(s) (K) 
- more often to female(s), and at least once to a male (C) 
- about equally often to female(s) and male(s) (F) 
- more often to male(s), and at least once to a female (L) 
- only ever to male(s), never to female(s) (D) 
I have never felt sexually attracted to anyone at all (N) 
CARD I (M) (QUESTION 24. b) 
Sexual experience is any kind of contact with another 
person that you felt as sexual (it could be just kissing or touching, 
or intercourse, or any other form of sex). 
I have had some sexual experience: 
only with females (or a female), never with a male (R) 
more often with female(s), and at least once with a male (t) 
about equally often with female(s) and with male(s) M 
more often with male(s), and at least once with a female (0) 
only with males (or a male), never with a female P 
I have never had any sexual experience with anyone at all (H) 
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24. CARD H (M) 
(DO NOT READ CARD, EXCEPT IF RESPONDENT NEEDS HELP. ) 
a) Now please read this card carefully as it is important that you understand 
it and are as honest as you can be in your answer. 
PAUSE. Which letter represents your answer? 
b) 
C F L D N Refused 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
CABRIM 
(DO NOT READ CARD, EXCEPT IF RESPONDENT NEEDS HELP. ) 
As before, please read this card carefully and be as 
honest as you can be in your answer. 
PAUSE. Which letter represents your answer? 
c) CHECK THE LETTER CODE FROM 
QUESTION 13. a) (on page 9) 
AND RING IT IN THE COWMN (under c) 
6) 1 
b) R 
1 
9 
2 
T 
3 
0 
4 
Z 
5 
H 
6 
Refused 
7 
C) 
A 01 04 07 10 13 16 19 
r-----i 
B 02 05 08 11 14 17 20 
C 03 06 09 12 15 18 21 
RING THE NUMBER, WHERE THE COLUMN UNDER THE RINGED LETTER UNDER 24. b) AND ROW 
OF THE RINGED LETTER UNDER 24. c) CROSS. 
IF YOU HAVE RINGED 17 OR 18, ANONYMOUS SELF ADMINISTERED BOOKLETS ARE NOT TO 13E GIVEN AND 
GO TO QUESTION 26. IN ALL OTHER INSTANCES INTRODUCE THE FIRST BOOKLET FOR SELF COMPLETION. 
15 
25. 
C) 
6) 1 
0) ý 
g) I 
PREPARE: booklets (SVS 03 WI, SVS 03 M/2, SVS 03 W3, SVS 03 W4), envelope, tape, pen, sheet of paper (for respondent's 
notes), and empty booklets (if respondent asks you for help). 
CHOOSE AND CROSS OVER ONE NUMBER FROM THE LIST OF UNIQUE RANDOMLY SELECTED NUMBERS AND WRITE IT ON ALL FOUR BOOKLETS AND ON THE ENVELOPE. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE FIRST BOOKLET (SVS 03 Wl): 
You will answer the questions In these booklets yourself, as they are very personal. Your answers will be anonymous. Even I will not see them. Your name 
will not appear on any of these booklets. It Is very important that you answer these questions as accurately and completely as possible. You will not need 
to answer all the questions. Depending on your answers, you will follow Instructions and skip most. When you finish. you will put these booklets in this 
envelope and seal ft. (GIVE FIRST BOOKLET. ENVELOPE AND TAPE). You will answer by either ticking the box next to the answer that applies to you or- 
by entering appropriate number In the empty field (SHOW ON THE FRONT PAGE). Here for example. (SHOW QUESTION 1, READ OUT) 'When, 4 ever, 
was the last occasion you had a sexual Intercourse with a woman? " If that happened 'between 7 days and 4 weeks ago". you would lick this box (SHOW) 
and follow this arrow. In fact, you would follow this arrow. if you ticked any of these boxes. Then you would read the instructions in this box (SHOW, 
READ): *GO TO QUESTION 3 on page 6and would continue to answer the question 3. on page 6 (SHOW). Alternatively, if that happened 'longer than 5 
years ago", you would tick this box (SHOW) and follow this arrow and continue answering the question b), and so on. It is very important that you do not 
read the questions that are not meant for you. It Is necessary that you follow the arrows and instructions In the boxes and skip whole parts of booklets. If 
you read questions that were not meant for you, ft would take too long, the questions would start repeating, they would seem illogical, and you could Icose 
your way through the questionnaire. Usually there Is only one possible answer to a question and you only tick one of the boxes. In such a case it is written 
MCK ONE box" (SHOW - I. a). Only sometimes 4 IS possible that either one or several answers apply to you. For example, only this or this and this 
answer (SHOW - 1. c). In such a case. ft says 'Tick ALL boxes that apply to you" at the top of the column of boxes. You may find some things difficult to 
remember. Please take your time. Here Is some paper. ff you will want to make some notes (GIVE). I only have to add that certain terms such as vaginal, 
oral or anal Intercourse are used (SHOW DEFINITIONS). The explanations are given here, so that everyone attaches the same meaning. Thus, please 
read these definitions first. CLOSE THE BOOKLET AND GIVE IT TO THE RESPONDENT. Please ask If something Is not clear. I will use these empty 
booklets (SHOW) to explain, so that I will not see your answers. I will be doing something else while you are answering. 
TIME OF COMPLETION - FIRST BOOKLET: 
START. 
III ---- F-1 CONCLUSION] II 
hour minutes hour minutes 
WHEN THE RESPONDENT CONCLUDES, BEFORE HE PUTS THE BOOKLET IN THE ENVELOPE, ASK: 
I would only like to check whether you understood how to answer all questions, 
or you would like me to clarity something? 
Booklet not completed (SPECIFY REASON: 
Booklet completed and 
all was clear, no help was asked 
help was asked during completion 
help was asked after completion 
I ---i 
o-- e) 
RECORD THE NUMBERS OF QUESTIONS FOR WHICH HELP WAS ASKED: 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE SECOND BOOKLET (SVS 03 M/2): 
Questions in 11his booklet are about The nurnber of pan= you have had sex with in dikrent penods of your Me: past 4 weeks, past 12 months, past 5 years and your entire lite. If we look at the W question (READ, SHOW) 'Aftogether. 
in the pasl 4 weeks, with how marry diflarent women hav you had secA intercouiseTif that were none for yoLk you would lick tris box and ýM, SHOM WM QUESTION 2 on page T. N that was one woman, for example 
your steady partner or your w1k you would enter numbeir I here and blow this arrow and at&& the question b) and so orL 11 is very important Nt you remember ALL persons you have ever had sexual intercourse vak lor all these 
dftenl perrods. whether k was Just onDe or a low knes, Also 11 is very importK that lot &I these 4 periods (4 weeks, 12 monft 5 years and lifetime) you always klude your steady partner or wile. I you have one. For example 
here [TUM TO QUESTION 2 on page M. I during the past 12 morift you would him so wilh two other women in addition to your steady partner or wrie, you would answer this question (SHOW QUESTION 2. a). READ) In the 
past 12 mvft with how many dillerad women have you had sexual intercourse? by entering the nurriber 3 here, he with your sleady partner or wde Arid two other womert Similarly for the penod of past five years (TURN TO 
PACE & SHOW READý I you hA in the'PAST 5 YEAPS, &part Irom so with your steady partner or wile sex with additional 3 women, you would answer question 3. a) by entering the fxrft 4 We p0M. this is i steady 
partner or wde and 3 other worneft I ffW also wam you about this question wkh is sorneticies diffaill ID understand. (READ, SHOV4 in the past 5 years, with how many didleterd woman how you had sexual intercourse so that 
O*m was ALWAYS used (at my intencourse)'r If we continue with the previous vample, 11 steady partner and 3 addiwial in the past 5 years, I you neiv used condom with a steady partner. always used it with 1 of the other 
3 (at every single inlen: ourseý and with 2 only sometimes, the answer would be 1, as It was only Mh I partner torn all these 4 in ft past 5 years that you ALWAYS used condorn. Thus, you would enter number I here (SHOW). 
CLOSE THE BOOKLET AND CAVE IT M THE IZIESPONDENT. PWse ask I something ig no(clear. ,IIIIIIII 
TIME OF COMPLETION -SECOND BOOKLET: STARTJ_ IIII CONCLUSION: IIIII 
hour minutes hour minutes 
WHEN THE RESPONDENT CONCLUDES, BEFORE HE PUTS THE BOOKLET IN THE ENVELOPE, ASK: 
I would only like to check whether you understood how to answer all questions, or you would like me to clarity something? 
Booklet not completed (SPECIFY REASON: 
Booklet completed and: 
-. 
) 1 ---1 
- 0.1) 
all was clear, no help was asked 2 
help was asked during completion 3 
help was asked after completion 4 
h) I RECORD THE NUMBERS OF QUESTIONS FOR WHICH HELP WAS ASKED: 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE THIRD BOOKLET (SVS 03 M/3) 
This booklet contains detailed questions (SHOW, READ) *about the individuals (women or men) you have had sex with in the PAST 5 YEARS* ' For 
example, if in the past 5 years you would not have any partner you would tick here (SHOW) and go to question 10 on page 51. Alternatively, if You 
had at least one partner in the past 5 years, you would tick here (SHOW), follow the arrow and answer the question b). (SHOW. READ) "Please 
do answer the question b)ý as it is very important: "What of the following currently applies to you? " For example, if you (READ, SHOW) "not had a 
steady female partner currently", you would tick this box (SHOW) and go to question 4. on page 12. Alternatively, if you were (READ) "married", 
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you would tick this box (SHOW), follow this arrow and continue answering questions about your wife (TURN OVER THE PAGES TO PAGE 6, 
SHOWING THE OLIESTIONS). When you would reach the end of these questions about this partner it would be very important to accurately 
answer the last question (READ) *In the PAST 5 YEARS have you had sexual intercourse with anyone else (a woman or a man), whether just once, 
a few times, a steady partner or a previous wife? ", apart from the person you have just been answering about. If yes, you would tick "Yes" read the 
instruction in this box (SHOW) and go to question 6 on page 25. If no, you would tick this box"No* and go to question 10 on page 51. CLOSE THE 
BOOKLET AND GIVE IT TO THE RESPONDENT. Please ask, if something is not clear. 
m) 
n) 
o) 
p) 
26. 
b) 
TIME OF COMPLETION -THIRD BOOKLET: START: CONCLUSION] 
hour minutes hour minutes 
WHEN THE RESPONDENT CONCLUDES, BEFORE HE PUTS THE BOOKLET IN THE ENVELOPE, ASK: I would only like to check 
whether you understood how to answer all questions, or you would like me to clarify something? 
Booklet not completed (SPECIFY REASON: 1 
Booklet completed and M) 
all was clear, no help was asked 2 
help was asked during completion 3 
help was asked after completion 4 
RECORD THE NUMBERS OF QUESTIONS FOR WHICH HELP WAS ASKED: 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE FOURTH BOOKLET (SVS 03 W4) 
For the last booklet, I would just like to draw your attention to questions In this table. Here you will first answer this question (READrHave you ever been 
told by a doctor to have any of the following diseases? ", first for the first rowGonorrhoea*. if that would be'no". you would tick this box 'No". follow this arrow 
and respond to this same question (READ) 'Have you ever been told by a doctor to have any of the following diseases? *, for b) 'Syphilis", and so on 
down 
The column (SHOW). For example, If it was yes for you for the *genital herpes", you would tick 'Yes" here and then follow this arrow and answer all these 
questions (SHOW AND READ)"How many times was that in the last 12 months? " It that was never in the last 12 months you would enter"T and go to the 
question 'How many times was that in your whole lifer If that was twice, you would enter 2 here and then answer the question 'Who treated you (last time, 
if several episodes)? " If this was a general practitioner, you would enter the number 3 here, and so on for genital herpes to the end of the row. Then you 
would go back to the question (READ) *Have you ever 
been told by a doctor to have any of the following diseases? " and continue for chlamydia and so on 
to the end of the table (SHOW). CLOSE THE BOOKLET AND GIVE IT M THE RESPONDENT. Please ask, If something Is not clear. 
TIME OF COMPLETION - FOURTH BOOKLET: START: 
IIII -ý 
CONCLUSION: 
II 
hour minutes hour minutes 
WHEN THE RESPONDENT CONCLUDES, BEFORE HE PUTS THE BOOKLET IN THE ENVELOPE. ASK: would only like to check 
whether you understood how to answer all questions, or you would like me to clarify something? 
Booklet not completed (SPECIFY REASON: 
Booklet completed and 
1 
10 J) 
all was clear. no help was asked 2 --J 
help was asked during completion 3 
help was asked after completion 4 
RECORD THE NUMBERS OF QUESTIONS FOR WHICH HELP WAS ASKED: 
INTERVIEWER: Please can you seal the envelope. TAKE SEALED ENVELOPE. 
CHECK WHETHER THE RESPONDENTS UNIQUE NUMBER IS WRrrTEN ON rr. 
Now, can you please tell me when it was the last time you visited general practitioner? 
Can I ask you just whether you are circumcised? 
Last month 1 
More that 1 month ago Nit within the last year 2 
More than 1 year ago, but within last 5 years ......... 3 
More that 5 years ago 
Yes 1 
No 2 
Doesn't understand ......... 3 
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IV. ATTrrUDES 
27. 
b) 
C) 
d) I 
Now I would like to ask you some questions about your views. 
What do you think, is there an age below which young people should 
not start having sexual intercourse? Tell me for boys first. 
What about girls? 
AGE IN YEARS: 
Depends on individual, not age 
Not before marriage 
Other (SPECIFY- 
No view / Don't know 
a) boys b) girls 
L-jLj 1 95 95 
96 96 28. 
97 97 
98 98 
Why do you think this age is appropriate? First, tell me for boys. 
What about girls? 
c) boys 6) girls 
Because before that age: 
they are not physically mature enough ..... 1 ..... 1 they are not emotionally mature enough ..... 2 ..... 2 they do not know enough about sex ..... 3 ..... 3 it is morally wrong ..... 4 ..... 4 it increases risk for health ..... 5 ..... 5 Other reasons (boys - SPECIFY- 6 
Other reasons (girls - SPECIFY. 6 
Don't know ..... 7 ..... 7 
28. CARD J 
This card lists different views. While I read, please look at the card and tell me, 
which of these views do you hold for each of the following statements about 
what is important for a successful marriage. 
READ OUT. 
VERY OUITE NOT VERY NOT AT ALL DON'T KNOW 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT 
A B C D 
a) Faithfulness? 1 2 3 4 8 
b) Adequate income? 1 2 3 4 8 
C) Mutual respect? 1 2 3 4 8 
6) Shared religious beliefs? 1 2 3 4 8 
d) A happy sexual relationship? 1 2 3 4 8 
e) Sharing household chores? 1 2 3 4 8 
f) Having children? 1 2 3 4 8 
g) Common interests and similar ta ste? 1 2 3 4 8 
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29. 
a) 
b) 
C) 
6)1 
d) 
e) 
f) 
g) 
CARD K 
This card lists different opinions. Which of these opinions do you hold about the 
following types of sexual relationships? 
READ OUT: 
ALWAYS MOSTLY SOMETIMES RARELY NOTWRONG DEPENDS 
WRONG WRONG WRONG WRONG AT ALL DON'T KNOW 
A B c D E 
What about sexual relations of a 
man and a woman before marriage? 1 2 3 4 5 8 
What about a married person having 
sexual relations with someone 
other than his/her spouse? 1 2 3 4 5 8 
What about a person who is living 
with a partner having a sexual 
relations with someone other than 
this partner? 1 2 3 4 5 8 
What about a person who has a 
regular partner he/she doesn't live 
with, having sexual relations with 
someone else? 1 2 3 4 5 a 
What about a person having 
one night stands? 1 2 3 4 5 8 
What about sexual relations 
between two adult men? 1 2 3 4 5 8 
What about sexual relations 
between two adult women? 1 2 3 4 5 8 
Lastly, what is your opinion 
about abortion? 1 2 3 4 5 8 
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a) 
30 
b) 
CARD L (M) 
Which of these lifestyles would you regard as the ideal 
one for you at this stage of your life? 
What about the future, say in about 5 years? 
(a) (b) 
Now In the future 
Prefer to have no sex activity. (C) ..... 01 (C) ..... 01 Prefer not to have regular partner, but casual partners. (L) ..... 02 (L) ..... 02 A few regular partners (B) ..... 03 (B) ..... 03 One regular partner but not living together (K) ..... 04 (K) ..... 04 Living with a partner (not married) with some sex activity outside the partnership (M) ..... 05 (M) ..... 05 Living with a partner (not married) and no other sex partners (T) ..... 06 (T) ..... 06 Married with some sex activity outside the marriage (Z) ..... 07 (Z) ..... 07 Married with no other sex partners (H) ..... 08 (H) ..... 08 Married with no sex activity in marriage (R) ..... 09 (R) ..... 09 Don't know / None of these ..... 97 ..... 97 
31. CARD M 
a) In general do you think it is easy or difficult for two people who have 
I 
sex together to talk openly about it, for example to tell each other what they like and dislike in sex? 
b) What about you, is it (would it be) difficult or easy? I 
(IN REALITY OR HYPOTHETICALLY. ) (a) (b) 
In general Personally 
Easy with a husband, wife or regular partner, but difficult with a new partner (C) i (C) i 
Easy with a new partner, but difficult with a husband, wife or regular partner (L) ..... 2 (L) 2 Easy with any partner (B) ..... 3 (B) ..... 3 Difficult with any partner (K) ..... 4 (K) ..... 4 Depends / would vary / can't say / don't know ..... 7 ..... 7 
32.1 CARD N 
What do you think about the following statements about how 
we can protect ourselves from infection with the virus that causes AIDS, is it true or not? 
READ OUT. 
We can protect ourselves by: 
a) Eating healthy food. 
b) Having one partner only. 
C) Avoiding public toilets. 
6) Using a condom at sexual intercourse. 
d) Not touching persons infected with the virus that causes AIDS. 
e) Not eating with infected. 
f) Protecting ourselves from bites of insects. 
g) Demand injections to be given only with sterile disposable needles. 
20 
TRUE NOT TRUE DOESN'T 
KNOW 
A Bc 
1 23 
1 23 
1 23 
23 
23 
1 23 
23 
23 
33. 
34 
There has been a lot of publicity about AIDS in the last years. 
From what you have heard or read, what does *safer sex" mean to you? 
PROBE: What else? UNTIL HE SAYS: "Nothing else. " 
WRITE DOWN RESPONSES LITERALLY. 
I. 
2. 
3. 
QARP-Q 
Nobody yet knows for sure how many people are at risk of becoming infected with the virus that causes AIDS. Please look at this card and tell me... 
READ OUP 
a) What do you think about the risk to you, personally, with your present sexual lifestyle? 
A LOT QUITE A LOT NOT VERY MUCH NOT AT ALL DON'T KNOW (A) (B) (C) (D) 
12348 
-CARD 
P 
Now please chose a statement from 
the card to tell me how much at risk you think 
each of these groups is from AIDS? 
READ OLM. 
b) people who have many different partners of 
the opposite sex? 
C) Married couples who only have sex 
with each other? 
6) Clients of prostitutes? 
d) Married individuals or those with 
steady partners, who 
occasionally have sex with some 
other than their regular partner? 
e) Individuals who have sex with foreigners, 
persons who are not Slovenian? 
f) Men who have sex with men? 
g) Women who have sex with women? 
h) persons who inject illicit drugs? 
12 3 4 8 
12 3 4 8 
12 3 4 8 
12 3 4 8 
12 3 4 8 
12 3 4 8 
12 3 4 8 
12 3 4 8 
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35. 
a) 
b) 
i) 
D 
CARD R 
There was a lot of condom use promotion. People think that condom use has advantages and 
disadvantages. What do you think about the following statements? 
VERY QUITE QUITE VERY 
LIKELY LIKELY UNLIKELY UNLIKELY 
(A) (B) (C) (D) 
12 3 4 
Condom use means... 
less sexual pleasure for me. 1 
less sexual pleasure for my partner. 1 
protection from unwanted pregnancy. 1 
that sex Is less romantic. 
protection from virus that 
causes AIDS. 
protection from sexually 
transmitted diseases. 
less spontaneity in sex. 
that I can insult the partner. 
that my partner can think that 
I am infected with the virus 
that causes AIDS. 
that my partner can think that 
I have many other partners. 
a disturbing interruption during sex. 
difficulties in starting the 
discussion about it. 
an embarrassing situation. 
difficulties to plan it in advance. 
DON'KNOW I 
8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
2 3 4 8 
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V. CLASSIFICATION 
1. 
Finally, only a few questions about your household. 
At present are you... READ OUT AS MUCH AS NECESSARY: 
married and living with your spouse, 
living with your female partner in the same household, 
widowed, 
divorced, 
separated, 
gj, single. 
b) What was you wife's / partner's age last birthday? 
AGE IN YEARS: 
c) 
6) 1 
d) 
e) 
For how long have you been married (living in the same household)? 
Less than 6 months ..... 95 More than 6 months, but less than 1 year ..... 96 
More than 1 year. YEARS: 
= 
1 
2 
3 
4 3. a) 
2. a)l 
Is this your first marriage (the first time you have lived together with a partner) 
or you have been married before (you have lived 
toaether with another partner)? 
First marriage 
First cohabitation 
Married before 
Cohabitation before 
Married and cohabitation before (several partners) 
How many times was that? 
1 1. e) 
NUMBER OF ALL MARRIAGES: 
= 
NUMBER OF ALL COHABITATION& 
= 
How old were you when you got married (started living with a partner) 
(for the first time if several times)? 
AGE FIRST MARRIED IN YEARS: 4. a) (if never, enter 98) 
AGE FIRST STARTED COHABITATION IN YEARS: 
(if never, enter 98) 
2. a) Have you ever lived together with a partner in the same I 
household or were married? 
b) I How many times was that? 
Once 1 2. cl 
Several times 2 
Never 0 4. a) 
NUMBER OF ALL MARRIAGES: 
NUMBER OF ALL COHABITATIONS: 
= 
c) How old were you when you first started living together with a 
partner (in the same household or as married)? 
AGE FIRST MARRIED IN YEARS: 
(if never, enter 98) 
AGE FIRST STARTED COHABITATION IN YEARS: 
(if never, enter 98) 
4. a) 
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3. a) How long ago were you separated (widowed)? 
(IF DIVORCED, CODE HOW LONG AGO SEPARATION 
HAPPENED; ACTUAL SEPARATION NOT LEGAL DIVORCE. ) 
Less than 6 months ..... 95 More than 6 months, but less than 1 year ..... 96 
More than 1 year. YEARS: 
= 
b) And for how long were you married (last time, if several times)? 
Less than 6 months ..... 95 More than 6 months, but less than I year ..... 96 
More than 1 year. YEARS: 
= 
C) 
6) 1 
Was that your first marriage or you have been married before 
or you have lived together with another partner before? 
First marriage, never in cohabitation 
Married before 
In cohabitation before 
Married and in other cohabitations before 
How many times was that? 
1 o- 3. d) 
2 
3 
NUMBER OF ALL MARRIAGES: 
NUMBER OF ALL COHABITATION& 
d) How old were you when you first started living together with 
a partner (in the same household or as married)? 
AGE FIRST MARRIED IN YEARS: 
(if never, enter 98) 
AGE FIRST STARTED COHABITATION IN YEARS: 
(if never, enter 98) 
4. a) 
b) 
Including yourself, how many people live here as members of this household? 
NUMBER OF PERSONS: 
How many are... READ OUT: 
children aged under 2: El 
d2 5 
El 
age - : 
El aged 6- 14: 
me d 15 24 n age - : 
aged 25 - 59: 
El 
aged 60 or older: 
d 15 24 El women age - : 
E 
aged 25 - 59: 
F- 
aged 60 or older: 
24 
5. a) What kind of accommodation you live in? Are you 
READ OUT AS MUCH AS NECESSARY: 
the owner (co-owner) of a private house 
the owner (co-owner) of a private flat in a house with several flats 
have an exclusive renting right in a house / flat 
renting a flat / house in community ownership with non-profit rent 
renting a flat / house in community ownership with profit rent 
renting a flat / house in private ownership or ownership of a legal subject 
lodger in a part of a flat / house 
relative (living with parents, children, etc. ) 
Other (SPECIFY: 
Refuses to answer 
b) How many square meters is your accommodation? 
6. a) I INTERVIEWER: COMMUNITY SIZE: 
b) I INTERVIEWER: COMMUNITY TYPE: 
..... 01 02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
98 
SQUARE METERS: 
:1 
City with more than 100 000 inhabitants 1 
Town with 10 000 to 100 000 inhabitants 2 
Town with 2 000 to 10 000 inhabitants ..... 3 Community with less than 2000 inhabitants ..... 4 
Town 1 
City / town outskirts 2 
Village ..... 3 Scattered houses / single house in the countryside ..... 4 Other (SPECIFY: ..... 5 
INTERVIEWER: HEALTH REGION: 
Celje 1 
Nova Gorica 2 
Koper ..... 3 Kranj ..... 4 Ljubljana ..... 5 Maribor ..... 6 Murska Sobota ..... 7 Novo mesto ..... 8 Ravne ..... 9 
e) For how long have you lived in this (city / town / community / village)? I 
(SINCE THE LAST MOVEMENT) 
Since birth (never lived elsewhere) 1 
Lessthanl year 2 
More than 1 year but less than 5 years ..... 3 More than 5 years but less than 10 years ..... 4 More than 10 years but less than 20 years ..... 5 More than 20 years (but not the whole life) ..... 6 
25 
7. What is your education level? 
Not attended school ..... 00 1-3 years elementary school ..... 01 4-7 years elementary school ..... 02 Elementary school ..... 03 Lower years of secondary school ..... 04 1.5-3 years secondary school programme ..... 05 4-5 years secondary school programme ..... 06 Higher school, first stage university ..... 07 High school, university or academy ..... 08 Specialisation, MSc 
..... 09 PhD 
..... 10 Refuses to answer ..... 97 
8. a) I What is your nationality? 
b) I What Is your citizenship? 
c) I Have you been born in Slovenia? 
No (COUNTRY OF BIRTH: 
6) 1 How old were you when you moved to Slovenia? 
Yes 
Slovene 1 
-)2 
Slovene 1 
2 
H 
AGE IN YEARS: 
= I 
d) I Have you travelled abroad in the past 12 months? 
e) I Have you ever travelled abroad? 
Yes 1108. 
No 12 
Ye s1 
No 2 
f) I Have you ever lived abroad for a period longer than 3 months? 
Yes 1 
No 2 
9. What of the following applies to you? 
READ OUT AS MUCH AS NECESSARYý 
In paid work in a factory, company, institution ..... 01 In paid work in a private business ..... 02 In paid work with a free lancer ..... 03 In paid work with a farmer ..... 04 Self employed - private business ..... 05 Self employed individual ..... 06 Free lance ..... 07 Farmer ..... 08 Contractual work ..... 09 Helping in a family business, farm ..... 10 Unemployed ..... 11 In education or training ..... 12 Housework ..... 13 Retired ..... 14 Disabled ..... 15 In military service (civil service) ..... 16 Other (SPECIFY ) ..... 17 Refuses to answer ..... 97 
Other (SPECIFY: 
Other (SPECIFY. 
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10. ONLY UNEMPLOYED 
When were you employed last? 
Never 1 
Within past 3 months 2 
More than 3 months ago and less than 6 months ago ..... 3 More than 6 months ago and less than 1 year ago ..... 4 More than 1 year ago and less than 5 years ago ..... 5 More than 5 years ago and less than 10 years ago ..... 6 More than 10 years ago and less than 20 years ago ..... 7 More than 20 years ago ..... 8 
ONLY EMPLOYED 
a) 
I 
How many hours a week do you normally work for payment, profit or family income? 
HOURS PER WEEK: 
(IF IT VARIES, IN THE LAST WEEK)= 
b) I Do you work nights? 
Yes 1 
No 2 
c) Do you have to travel for work in Slovenia so that you have to stay nights away from home? I 
(IF YES, PROBE: Often or rarely? ) 
Often 1 
Rarely 
Never 
6) Do you have to travel for work abroad so that you have to stay nights away from home? I 
(IF YES, PROBE: Often or rarely? ) 
Often I 
Rarely 2 
Never ..... 3 
12. 
a) 
b) 
EVER EMPLOYED 
What is (was) your job title (last)? 
I Please describe the kind of work you do (did). 
27 
13 
a) 
b) 
14 
ONLY MARRIED OR COHABITING 
What education has your wife / partner completed? 
Not attended school 
1-3 years elementary school 
4-7 years elementary school 
Elementary school 
Lower years of secondary school 
1.5-3 years secondary school programme 
4-5 years secondary school programme 
Higher school, first stage university 
High school, university or academy 
Specialisation, MSc 
PhD 
Refuses to answer 
What of the following applies to her? 
READ OUT AS MUCH AS NECESSARY: 
In paid work in a factory, company, institution 
In paid work in a private business 
In paid work with a free lancer 
In paid work with a farmer 
Self employed - private business 
Self employed individual 
Free lance 
Farmer 
Contractual work 
Helping in a family business, farm 
Unemployed 
In education or training 
Housework 
Retired 
Disabled 
Other (SPECIFY: 
Refuses to answer 
00 
01 
02 
03 
04 
.,.. Os 06 
07 
08 
09 
to 
97 
01 
02 
03 
04 
os 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
... -15 16 
97 
ONLY MARRIED OR COHABITING WITH 
UNEMPLOYED SPOUSE / PARTNER 
When was she employed last? 
Never 1 
Within past 3 months 2 
More than 3 months ago and less than 6 months ago .... 3 More than 6 months ago and less than 1 year ago .... 4 More than 1 year ago and less than 5 years ago .... 5 More than 5 years ago and less than 10 years ago .... 6 More than 10 years ago and less than 20 years ago .... 7 More than 20 years ago .... 8 
28 
15 
a) 
ONLY MARRIED OR COHABITING WITH 
EVER EMPLOYED SPOUSE / PARTNER 
How many hours a week does your wife / partner 
normally work for payment, profit or family income? 
HOURS PER WEEK: 
(IF IT VARIES, IN THE LAST WEEK)= 
b) 
c) 
6) 1 
16. 
Does she work nights? 
Does she have to travel for work in Slovenia so that she has to stay nights away from home? 
(IF YES, PROBE: Often or rarely? ) 
Does she have to travel for work abroad so that she has to stay nights away from home? 
(IF YES, PROBE: Often or rarely? ) 
ONLY MARRIED OR COHABITING WITH EVER 
EMPLOYED SPOUSE / PARTNER 
a) I What is (was) her your job title (last)? 
b) I Please describe the kind of work she does (did). 
17. a) Do you have a telephone at home? 
Yes 1 
No 
Often 1 
Rarely 2 
Never ..... 3 
Often 1 
Rarely 
Never 
Yes 1 17.6) 
No 21 
b) Can you be reached by a telephone call somewhere else? 
Yes 11 
No 2 18.1 
C) 
6) 
is that at your work? 
A few interviews on any survey are checked by a supervisor to make sure 
that people are satisfied with the way the interview was carried out. In case 
I 
supervisor would want to contact you, can you provide your telephone number? 
Yes 1 
No 
Telephone number provided* 1 
Telephone number not provided 2 
* RECORD TELEPHONE NUMBER ON THE FORM OF RECORDS OF 
VISITS TO THIS ADDRESS (SVS 04), NOT HEREI 
29 
18. We may be doing similar surveys in the future. Would you be prepared 
to participate in a similar survey again? 
Yes 
No 
b) TIME INTERVIEW COMPLETED: 
DURATION OF INTERVIEW: 
DATE OF INTERVIEW: 
hour minutes 
minutes 
Day Month Year 
INTERVIEWER'S NAME AND SURNAME: 
INTERVIEWER'S CODE: III 
THANK RESPONDENT FOR HIS PARTICIPATION. 
30 
INTERVIEWER TO COMPLETE: 
19. a) I Were there any other persons present during the interview, that 
could overhear some parts of the interviewing? 
Yes 11ý 
No 2 20. a) I 
b) 
C) 
Who was present, for how long and how much could he/she overhear? 
RING THE CODE FOR THE CATEGORY OF EACH PERSON PRESENT. 
Passing through, may have 
Spouse/ Parents Child Child Young adult Other 
partner (approximate (approximate approximate adult 
age) age) age) 
0-5 6-14 15-21 
Present throughout, overheard all 1 11 1 1 1 
Present some of the time, 
overheard some 2 22 2 2 2 
overheard some 333333 
Passing through, could not have 
overheard any 444444 
Did anyone else look at or discuss any part of the 
self-completion booklets during completion? 
Yes - looked at / read / helped with completing 
Yes, discussed 
No 
Booklets not given 
20. a) I In your view, did the respondent have any difficulty during the interview because of 
Yes, serious Yes, some No, none 
Slovenian language, 
literacy, 
understanding? 
b) I Did you need to read out any of the cards? 
123 
123 
123 
Yes, all 1 
Yes, most 2 
Yes, some ..... 3 No ..... 4 
c) I In your view was the respondent.... 
very uncomfortable or very embarrassed 1 
somewhat uncomfortable embarrassed 2 
slightly uncomfortable embarrassed ..... 3 
or not at all uncomfortable embarrassed ..... 4 
INTERVIEWER'S NOTES 
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Appendix 4 
Alternative 
self administered questionnaire 
on first heterosexual intercourse 
(male version) 
I SVS 02 
Institute of Public Health of the Republic of Slovenia 
Trubarjeva 2,1000 Ljubljana 
CONFIDENTIAL 
NATIONAL SURVEY 
SEXUAL LIFESTYLES, ATTITUDES, AND HEALTH 
1999/2000 
FIRST EXPERIENCES 
Confidentalfty 
Most of the questions in these booklets are very personal. 
Your answers will be confidential. 
When you have finished, give the booklet to the interviewer. 
Your name will not be on the booklet. 
How to answer 
Just put a tick in the box opposite the appropriate answer like this: 
or 
write in a number in the white box, like this: 
Fv-/, ], 
Not all the questions will apply to you. Do not read questions that are not meant 
for you. FOLLOW ARROWS AND INSTRUCTIONS. 
if you are not sure, ask the interviewer for explanation. 
important 
it is very important, that you answer these questions honestly, as accurately as you can and 
completely. 
Person's number 
MALE 
PAGE 
NUMBERING 
AS ORIGINAL 
4. Did you use any other contraception, method or, did 
anything else to prevent pregnancy? 
Mck ONE box) 
The pill 
701 F 01 She took morning afte Ir pill post-coita'l contraceptionF Oý2 
She had Intrauterine device / the coiIF704 
She used diaphragm 
F7 
06 
We used foam / creams / jellies / suppositoriesF 
ýO7 
She washed / douched the vagina 
ý08 
We knew it was a safe period 09 
I withdrew / we were careful 
F 
10 
We used another method (SPECIFY: 
F- 
ý14 
I did not use or did anything, I do not know for herF is 
we did not use any of these 16 Fý 
5. a) Which of these statements about you and your first female 
partner best describes the, situation?,, (Tick ONE box) 
GO TO She was a prostitute 01 
13-10 
- QUESTION 6 
We had just met for the first time 02 (on page 3) 
We had met recently 03 
Fý ' ' týd n i hi le, bu id l havea s We had known each other for aw eadý relatýOqShlp at the rime 
05 " d ' " 
GO TO 
We had a st6a y reiatio n ship, at the time QUESTION b) 
2 I , 
l ý (on page ) We were living together but not ma rrie dor-engaged O 6 
J 
07 Mewere engaged to b4'marned 
E; J 
GO TO 
We were married QUESTION 8 
(on page 4) 
Other (SPECIFY, 
b) How log have you known each other before this happened? 
DAYS: MONTHS: YEARS:, 
2 
The next few questions we about the first sexual Intemourse you had with a woman. 
1. a) How old was your partner at the time? 
If you are n6t sure, give your best estimate. 
YEARS:, 
If you never knew, tick hereF797 
b) As far as you know, was it the first time for her also? 
(Tick ONE box) 
Yes, it was the first time for her also 
F1 
1 think it was the first time for her alsoFý2 
I think it was not the first time for her 3] 
No, it was not the first time for her 4] 
Don't knowFý7 
2. a) Would you say that you were both equally willing to have 
intercourse or was one of you more willing than the other? 
(Tick ONE box) 
We were both equally wi ing 
GO TO 
QUESTION 3 
1 was more wil'I'ing 24 
(on page 1) 
She was more willing 
b) Would you say.... (Tick ONE box) 
that you were also willing, 
F- 
that you had to be persuaded, 
F ý2 
that you were forced7F 3] 
3. Did you use condom (on that first occasion)?, (Tick ONE box) 
No F 11 
Yes, to prevent pregnancy 
-ý2 
Yes, to prevent sexually transmitted infectionsF 3] 
Yes, for both of these reasons 
Don't know Don't rememberF71 
6. Which of these statements best describes the situation that lead to 
your first intercourse? 
(Tick ONE box) 
It just happened on a spur of the moment 
F 
I expected it would happen soon, but wasn't sure whenF 21 
I expected It to happen at that time 
F- ý3 
1 planed it to happen at that time 
Fý4 
We planed it together beforehandFý5 
Other (SPECIFY' 
F-7 s 7. a) Which of these statements, if any, describes how you have felt then? 
Please, tell about ga statement that apply. 
(I'k* ALL boxes that appty) 
I was curious what it would be like I (), I 
7 F IF MORE THAN 
I got carried away by my feelings 02 w 1 STATEMENT, 
I F-7 ALSO 
Most people of my age seemed to be doing it 03 RESPONDTO 
QUESTION b) 
It was a natural follow-on in the relationship 04 (on page 3), 
Fý IF NOT, GO TO 
I was a bit drunk at the time w QUESTION 8 
F- ý (on page 4) 1 wanted to loose my virginity O 6 
I i l 
F- ýO7 
was n ove 
Other (SPECIFY. 
)1 081 GO TO 
None of these Can't decideE: 
ýý OUESTION 8 
(on page 4) 
b) Which of these statements, best describes how 
you have felt then? 
(rick ONE box) 
I was curious what it would be like 
[ 
oll 
02 A got carried away by my fe elingsF 
I 
Most people'6f my age seemed to be doing It 03] 
It was a natural follow-on In tie rel 
I 
ationship 
Fo14 
I was a bit drunk at the time 
1 
051 
I wanted to loose my virginityF-061 
I was in love 
1 
071 
Other (SPECIFY. 
)F 
ý08 
8. How long did the sexual relationship with your first partner continue, 
or is it still continuing now, or did it not continue at all? (Tick ONE box) 
Still continuing nowF ý0' 
Did not continue at all (it happened only once)F 
ýW 
Continued for: 
F--03 
Les than a month 
Over 1 month but less than 3 monthsF7(m 
Over 3 months but less than 6 monthsFý05 
06 Over 6 months but less than 12 months 
Iý 
More than 1 year but less than 5 years 
[ 
07 
More than 5 years but less than 10 yearsF 
ýO8 
More than 10 years (SPECIFY IN YEARS: I IJ 
ý 
09 
9. Looking back now, do you think.... 
(Irick ONE box) 
that you should have waited longer, before having sexual intercourse for the first time 
El 
or, that you should not have waited so longF 
ý2 
or, was it about the right time? 
Fý3 
10. How long was it atter the first time you had sexual intercourse 
with your first female partner till you had intercourse with the 
next, the second female partner, or this never happened? 
(Tick ONE box) 
Has never happened (1 partner only) 
This was after: 
ýO3 
less than 1 month 
F 
more than I month bI ut less than 31M101 nthsF- 
ýO4 
more, than 31 months but, I le 
I 
ss than 6 monthsF ýO5 
more than 6 months but less than 12 months 06 
more than I year but less than 5 years 07 
more than 5 years but less than 10 years 
F 
081 
more than 10 years (SPECIFY, IN YEARS:, 1 09 
THANK YOU VERY MUCHfOR YOUR ANSWERS. 
PLEASE RETURN THE BOOKLET TO THE INTERVIEWER. 
4 
Appendix 5 
Self administered questionnaires 
(male version) 
FIRST BOOKLET - SVS 03 Mll (13 pages) 
SECOND BOOKLET - SVS 03 M/2 (13 pages) 
THIRD BOOKLET - SVS 03 NV3 (54 pages) 
LAST BOOKLET - SVS 03 M/4 (7 pages) 
I SVS 03 
Institute of Public Health of the Republic of Slovenia 
Trubarjeva 2,1000 Ljubljana 
ANONYMOUS 
NATIONAL'SURVEY 
SEXUAL LIFESTYLES, ATTITUDES, AND HEALTH 
1999/2000 
FIRST BOOKLET 
Anonymity 
Most of the questions In these booklets arevery personal. Your answers will be anonymous. The 
interviewer does not need to see them. 
When you, have f inished,, put, the 
' 
booklets'in'the envelope, and sea] It yourself. Your name will not 
be on the booklet or the envelope., ' 
How to answer 
just put a tick in the' box opposite the appropriate answer like this: Fv,, 1 
or write in a number in the white box, like this: 
Not all the questions will apply to, you. Do not read questions that are not meant for you. It 
would take too much time. FOLLOW ARROWS AND INSTRUCTIONS. 
if you are not sure, 'ask the interviewer for explanation. 
important,, 
it is very, important, that you answer these, questions honestly, as accurately, as you can and com- 
pletely, 
Some things may be hard to, rem, ember., So please take ygur. time.. 
Please read these notes before answering the questions. They are just to 
make sure that everyone applies the same meaning to certain terms (words) 
we use. 
Partners 
People who had sex together - whether just once, or a few times, or as regular 
partners, or as married partners. 
Genital area 
A man's penis and woman's vagina - that is, the sex organs. 
Vaginal sexual intercourse 
Sexual intercourse, when a man's penis enters a woman's vagina. 
Oral sexual intercourse 
Sexual intercourse, when a man's or woman's mouth is on partner's genital area. 
Anal sexual intercourse 
Sexual intercourse, when a man's penis enters a partner's anus (rectum or back 
passage). 
Genital contact WITHOUT sexual Intercourse 
Forms of contact with genital area not leading to intercourse (vaginal, oral or 
anal), but intended to achieve orgasm, for example, stimulating genital area by 
hand. 
Any sexual contact or experience 
This is a wider term and can include just kissing or cuddling, not necessary 
leading to genital contact or intercourse. 
1 
QUESTION 1 
a) When, If ever, was the last occasion you had a sexual Intercourse with a woman? 
This means vaginal, oral or anal sexual intercourse. (Tick ONE box) GO TO 
Have never had sexual intercourse with a womanE: 
ý] QUESTION 3 
(on page 6) 
Last o'ccaslon'was: 
In the last 7 days III 
2] Between 7 days and 4 weeks ago 
3] 
F3 
Between 4 weeks and 3 months ago 
F 
4] Between 3 months and 6 months ago Eý 
Between 6 months and 1 -year ago 
Between 1 year and 5 years ago 1 
Longer than 5 years ago 
b) That was in which year, this last occasion? 
If you can not remember the exact year, give the most probable year. 
IN YEAR: vIIII 
GO TO 
QUESTION 2 
(on page 4) 
C) This last occasion, did you have.... Crick ALL boxes that apply) 
vaginal sexual intercourse, 
F-11 
oral sexual intercourse by you to partner, 
oral sexual intercourse by partner to you, 
ý3 
anal sexual Intercourse, 
-4] 
you do not remember. 
[- 
7] 
6) Did you use a condom on toat occasion? (Tick ONE box) 
YesF 11 
-NoF72 
I do not 
-rem 
. ember 
F 
71 
2 
(Question 1 continued) 
d) What was her age at that (last) occasion? 
If you are not sure, give your best estimate. 
YEARS: L--L--j 
e) When was the first occasion you had sexual Intercourse with this woman? 
If you are not sure, give your best estimate. 
IN YEAR: iIIII 
Are you (or were you ever).... (Tick ONE box) 
married to each o'therf 
living' together 
I 
in the same household but not married), 
F- ý2 
regular partne rs, but never lived togetherfý3 
not regular partners, 4 
you paid her for sex. 
3 
QUESTION 2 
This question Is about different kinds of sexual intercourse with women. In case you are not sure of the meanings, 
check again on the first page of this questionnaire. 
a) When, if ever, was the last occasion you had vaginal sexual Intercourse with a woman? 
If never, tick the last box. (rick ONE box) 
In the last 7 days 
F 
Between 7 days and 4 weeks agoF 2] 
Between 4 weeks and 6 months agoF-ý3 
Between 6 months and 1 year ago 
Between 1 year and 5 years ago 
Longer than 5 years agoF 
ý6 
NeverF- 
ý7 
b) When, if ever, was the last occasion you had oral sexual Intercourse with 
a woman - by you to a partner? 
If never, tick the last box. Cnck ONE box) 
In the last 7 days 
F 
11 
Between, 7 days and 4 weeks agoF 
ý2 
Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago 31 
Between 6 months and 1 year ago 
Between 1 year and 5 years ago 
Longer than 5 years ago 
r 
61 
Never 
C) When, if ever, was the last occasion you had oral sexual Intercourse with 
a woman - by partner to you? 
If never, tick the last box. (TICk ONE box) 
'An the last 7 daysF 11 
Between 7. days'. and 4 weeks agoF 2 
Between'* we6ks'"an" 
-31 
d'6 months agoF 
Betwee n6m onthsý and year'ago 
Between I year and 5 years ago 
Longer than 5 years ago 
Never 
4 
(Question 2 continued) 
When, if ever, was the last occasion you had anal sexual Intercourse with a woman? 
If never, tick the last box. (Tick ONE box) 
In the last 7 days 
F71 
Between 7 days and 4 weeks agoF- 
ý2 
Between 4 weeks and 6 months ago 
F ý3 
Between 6 months and 1 year ago 
ý4 
Between 1, year a nd 5 years ago 
ý5 
6' 
'Longer 
than 5 years ago 
F 
, Never 
d) When, if ever, was the last occasion you had genital contact With a woman 
NOT involVing Intercourse? (For example, stimulating sex organs by hand but 
not leading to vaginal, oral or anal intercourse. ) 
if never, tick the last box., ('nck ONE box) 
In the last 7 daysFý 
2] Between 7 days and 4 weeks agoF 
Between 4 
, weeks and 
6 months agoF 3 
74 
Between 6 months and 1 year agoF 
51 F5 Between 1 year and 5y ars; ago e 
Longer than 5 years agoF 
ý6 
Never 7 
e) Have you ever had sexual intercourse with a woman during her menstruation? 
r "ONE box) -,,:, IIII. II-I. I" 
Ye sNo 
5 
TEXT BOUND INTO 
THE SPINE 
QUESTION 3 
a) Have you ever had ANY kind of sexual experience or sexual contact (e. g. kissing or cuddling) 
with a male? Please tick IYESO, even If it was a long time ago and DID NOT Involve contact 
with the genital area or penis. 
FINISH, PUT THE BOOK. (Tick ONE box) -- LET IN PROVIDED ENVE 
NoF 2] LOPE AND ASK THE 
INTERVIEWER FOR THE 
b) How old were you the first time that ever happened? NEXT BOOKLET. 
YEARS: i II 
C) Have you ever had sexual contact with a man involving genital area or penis 
contact (male sex organ)? 
(rick ONE box) 
NoF-ý2 
6) When was the last occasion? (Tick ONE box) 
In the last 7 days I 
Between 7 days and 4 weeks agoF 2 
Between 4 weeks and 3 months agoF-ý3 
Between 3 months and 6 months agoF-]4 
Between 6 months and I year ago 
F 
51 
Between 1 ye ar. 
land, 
5 years ago 
F ý6 
Longer than 5 years'ago 
d) 
ýhat 
was in which year?, 
If you can not remember the exact year, give the most, probable, year. 
IN YEAR:, 
FINISH, PUT THE BOOK. 
LET IN PROVIDED IENVE- 
LOPE AND ASK THE 
INTERVIEWER FOR THE 
NEXT BOOKLET. 
TO QUESTION 4 
(on page 8) 
6 
(Question 3 continued) 
e) This last occasion, did you have.... Mck ALL boxes that apply) 
lI l sexua ora ntercourse by you to partner, 
li l t b 
f ý2 
ora sexua n ercourse y partner to you 
l lI t b 
f- ý3 
ana sexua n ercourse y you to partner 
l li t b 
F4 
ana sexua n ercourse y partner to you, 
nital conta t NOT i l i l li 
F 
51 ge c nvo v ng ora or ana ntercourse, 
F 
7] you can not remember. 
f) Did you use a condom on that (last) occasion? (Tick ONE box) 
'Yes 
NoF- 
ý2 
I can not remember. 
g) What was his age at that (last) occasion? 
If you are not sure, give your best estimate. 
YEARS:, 
h) When was the first occasi 
' 
on you had sexu 
' 
al intercourse with this partner? 
if you are not sure, give your best estimate. 
IN YEAR: 
i) Are you (or were you ever)..... ('nck ONE box) 
living together in the same household, 2 
regular partners, but never lived together in a household, 
[-ý 
not regular partners, ý 4 
you paid him for sex. 
F-51 
7 
QUESTION 4 
This question Is about different kinds of sexual intercourse with men. If you are not sure of the meanings, check 
again on the first page of this questionnaire. 
a) When, if ever, was the last occasion you had oral sexual intercourse 
with a man - by you to a partner? 
If never, tick the last box. (Tick ONE box) 
I th l d 
F71 
n e ast 7 ays 
k d d4 
F ý2 
wee s ago Between 7 ays an 
I 
4 d6 h k 
F -37 
mont Betwe en wee s s an 
th d1 
F ý4 
s an year ago Between 6 mon 
d5 Between 1ýyear an years ago 
h 5 L 
--6] 
onger t an years ago 
N ever 
b) When, if ever, was the last occasion you had oral sexual Intercourse 
with a man - by partner to you? 
If never, tick the last box. (Tick ONE box) 
I th l t7d 
F 
11 n e as ays 
d d4 B t k 
FI 
2 ays an wee e ween 7 s ago 
k d6 h B 
F ý3 
etween 4 wee s an mont s ago 
B t 6 th d1 
F-4] 
s an , year ago e ween mon 
B 1 ý d 
F 
51 etween , year an 5 years ago 
L h 5 6 F years ago onger t an 
N F 
ý7 
ever 
C) When, if ever, was the last occasion you had anal sexual Intercourse 
with a man - so that your penis entered partn e rs a nusT 
If never, tick the last box. (Tick ONE box) 
I th l d n e ays ast 7 
B t 7 d d k 
F-ý2 
ween, e s ago - ays an 4 wee 
B k d F- 
ý3 
etween 4 wee s, an 6 months ago 
o dI B t 6 th 
F-4] 
,m n s an year ago e ween 
d 
1 
51 5 years ago Between '1: year an 
' 5 L 
F61 
years ago toan onger 
Never 
8 
(Question 4 continued) 
When, if ever, was the last occasion you had anal sexual Intercourse 
with a man - so that his penis entered your back passage (anus)? 
If never, tick the last box. (Tick ONE box) 
7d I h l ast nt e ays 
k B t 7d d4 wee s ago e ween ays an 
B t 4 k d6 h e ween wee s an mont s ago 
B t 6 th dI 
F 
4 e ween mon s an year ago 
B t 1 d5 
F 
e ween year an years ago 
L th 5 onger an years ago 
N 7 ever 
d) When, if ever, was the last occasion you had any other genital contact with a man 
NOT Involving oral or anal Intercourse? (For example, stimulating sex organs by hand. ) 
if never, tick the last box. 
Mck ONE box) 
I th l 7d n e ast ays 
B t 7d d 
F2 
e ween ays an 4 weeks ago 
B t 4 k d6 th 
F-3] 
e ween wee s an mon s ago 
B t 6 th d1 
F-4] 
e ween mon s an year ago 
B t 1 d5 
F ý5 
e ween year an years ago 
L th F 61- onger an 5 years ago ---- N F7] ever 
e) When, if ever, was the last occasion you were forced into sexual 
7 MckONEbox) intercourse by a man? 
If never, tick the last box. F 
In the last 7 days I 
k B d d4 
F 
2] wee s ago etween 7 ays an 
B t k d6 th 4 
E] 
e ween wee s an mon s ago 
B t h d e wee n6 mont s an 1 year ago 
B d etween 1 year an 5 years ago 
L th 5 
Fý6 
onger an years ago 
F ý7 Never 
9 
TEXT BOUND INTO 
THE SPINE 
QUESTION 5 IF THIS NEVEFHAPPENED, 
FINISH, PUT THE BOOKLET IN 
These questions are about the first time ever you had oral or anal sexual intercourse with a man. 
PROVIDED ENVELOPE AND ASK 
THE INTERVIEWER FOR THE 
a) How old were you, when It was the first time ever you had oral or anal 
NEXT BOOKLET, 
sexual Intercourse with a man? 
YEARS: L-. i--j 
b) How old was your partner at that time? 
If you are not sure, give your best estimate. 
YEARS: o II 
If you never knew his age, tick herefgý7 
C) As far as you know, was it (also) your partners first time ever? Crick ONE box) 
71 
Yes, It was his first time also 
2] I think, It was his first time also 
3] I think it was not his first time 
F ý4 
No, it was not his first time 
Fý 
1 do not know 7 
Would you say, that you were both equally willing to have 
intercourse that first time, or was one more willing than the other? (rick ONE box) 
We were both equally willing 
GOTO 
QUESTION e) 
I was more willingF721] 
(on page 11) 
He was more willi 
d) Would you say that you 
t-. 
(Tick ONE box) 
were also wIlling, 
had to be persuaded, 
[ -2] 
were forced. 
F-]3 
10 
(Question 5 continued) 
e) That first occasion, did you have Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
oral sexual intercourse by you to partner 
F- 
oral se xual intercourse by partner to you, 
ý2 
anal sexual Intercourse by you to partner, 
F- ý3 
anal sexual intercourse by partner to you, 4 
or ou a t b 7] y c n no remem er. 
Did you use a condom on that occasion? Crick ONE box) 
Y 
F11 
es 
N 
F 
2] o 
I can not remember 7] 
g) Which of these descriptions best describes that situation? (Tick ONE box) 
I paid him for sex 01 GO TO QUESTION I) 
We had just met for the first time 
[ 
02 
]ý 
(on page 11) 
_ 
We had met recently 1 031 
We had known each other for a while, but didn't have a steady relationship at the time 04 
We had a steady relationship at the time 
1 
051 
We were living together 
; 
06ý 
Other (SPECIFY. 
h) I-low, long have you known him before you first had sex? 
DAYS: i Ii MONTHS: iIi YEARS: t 
Which of these statements best'describes'the situation that lead 
to your first intercourse?,, (Tick ONE box) 
It just happened on the spur of a moment 
71 
I expectedlit would happen soon, but w, asn't sure whenF2] 
expected it to happen at that time 3] 
4] I planned it to, happen at that time 
F 
We planned it tog ether beforehand 5 
I do not remember 7 
11 
(Question 5 continued) 
Which, if any, of these statements describe your feelings? 
Please tick ALL that applied. (Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
I was curious about what it would be like Oil 
F ýO2 
I got carried away by my feelings 
Many people of my age seemed to have the experience 03 IF MORE THAN 
- ONE STATE- 
It was a natural follow on in the relationship 
F 701 
MENT, ANSWER 
QUESTION k) 
1 was a bit drunk 
F 
05 (on page 12) -. A- 
I wanted to loose my virginity 
Fý06 
IF ONLY ONE 
STATEMENT, 
I was in love 
F ýO7 
GO TO 1) 
r____1 (on Daae 13) 
Other, please specify in the field: 
I 
1 08 
None of thisF 091 
GO TO 1) 
I can not rememberF797 
3- 
(on page 13) 
k) Which statement best describes your feelings then? ý Crick ONE box) 
I 
i b I h 
F ý01 was cur ous a out w at it would be like 
I t i d b f li 
FýO2 
go carr e away y my ee ngs 
M l f d 
1 
013] any peop eo my age seeme to have the experience 
lf It 
1704 
was a natura ollow on in the relationship 
i h 1 
F ýO5 et me was a bit drunk at t 
i i i I 
1 
06] wanted to loose my v rg n ty ] 1 
I was in love 017 
if O h l ' i h 
1708 
spec y t er, p ease nt e field: 4 
li 
ST COPY 
AVAILA L 
Variable print quality 
(Question 5 continued) 
How long did the sexual relationship with your first male partner 
continue after the first time you had sex? Crick ONE box) 
It is still continuing now 
I -- A 
It did not continue at all (we had sex once) 
F-- 
021 
It continued for 
I- 
1 month or less, 1--- 011 
between 1 month and 3 months, 
F-011 
between 3 months and 6 months, 
[. 
-AO5 
between 6 months and 1 year, 
E111 
between 1 year and 5 years, 
F-01 
between 5 and 10 years, 
more than 10 years (WRITE IN YEARS: 
I do not remember 
F 
97 
1 
Looking back now, do you think... (Tick ONE box) 
you should have waited longer before having sex with a man, 
L- 
II 
that you should not have waited so long, 
LJ2 
that it was about the right time. -3-1 
n) About how long was it after the first time you had intercourse with your first 
male partner till you had intercourse with a second male partner, that is with 
a different man, or hasn't that happened? 
(Tick ONE box) 
That hasn't happened (one male partner only) 
This happened after 
1 month or less, 
between 1 month and 3 months, 
F- 
3 
between 3 months and 6 months, 
between 6 months and 1 year, I Ol 
between 1 year and 5 years, 
[ýd 
between 5 and 10 years, 
F-011 
more than 10 years (WRITE IN YEARS: ,I, ) 
F-0]8 
I do not remember 
PLEASE, PUT THE BOOKLET IN PROVIDED ENVELOPE AND ASK THE 
INTERVIEWER FOR THE NEXT BOOKLET. 
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QUESTION 1 
These questions are about the number of women you have had sexual Intercourse with at different times in your life. 
Please Include ALL women you have ever had sexual Intercourse with, whether it was just once or a few times, your 
steady partner or your wife. Be as accurate as you can. Give your best estimate, If you can not remember exactly. 
First, questions about women you have had sexual intercourse, With In the PAST 4 WEEKS. 
a) Altogether, in the past 4 weeks, with how many different women have you 
had sexual intercourse (vaginal, oral or anal)? GO TO 
QUESTION 2 
TICK THIS BOX IF NONE 
ED 
(on page 3) 
OR GIVE THE NUMBER (or estimate): 
In the past 4 weeks, on HOW MANY OCCASSIONS have you had sexual 
intercourse with a woman? If you are not sure, give your best estimate. 
NUMBER OFINTERCOURSE OCCASIONS' 
In the pasi'4 weeks, with how many different women haý '06.1had sexual ey 
Intercourse so that condom was ALWAYS used (at every'Jintei6burse)? 
NUMBER, (or estimate): 
If none, enter 0) 
How often have you used condoms aiVA61NACOr ANAL' intercourse 
with a woman in the past 4 weeks? (Tick ONE box) 
Always 
F 
11 
-Most of the tiMeF 2] 
AI bout half the timesF_ 
ý3 
F_ ý4 
Only occasionally 
Never[ 
I did not have vaginal Pr anal, inte'r1course'in the past 4 weeksEý 
d) How often have you used condoms'at'ORAL Intercourse with a 
ONE box) woman In the past 4 weeks? 
Always F 
MeF :, Most of the ti 
t About half 
the imes 
Only occasionally 
74 
Never 
1 
51 
I did not have'oral intercourse in the past 4 weeks 
1 
81 
Oayý'you, 
lhad sexual e) On how many OCCASIONS In 
the last 7 DA`ýS''- 
intercourse with a woman? If you are'not s, Urq,,, giye your best estimate. 
NUMBER OF INTERCOURSE, OCCASIONS: 
(Question I continued) 
f) In the past 4 weeks, have you had a sexual Intercourse with a NEW female 
(TIck ONE box) partner (someone you had not had sex with previously to 4 weeks ago)? 
GO TO 
No 
Eý 
QUESTION 2 
Yes 
[:: ýj (on page 3) 
g) Altogether, in the past 4 weeks, with how many NEW female partners 
have you had sexual intercourse? 
NUMBER (or estimate): iII 
h) In the past 4 weeks, with how many NEW, female partners have you had 
sexual intercourse so that1condom was ALWAYS used (at every Intercourse)? 
NUMBER (or estimate): i 
(If none, enter 0) 
How often, in the past 4 weeks, have you used, condoms at VAGINAL 
or ANAL intercourse with a NEW female partner/s? 
(nck ONE box) 
AlwaysF 11 
Most of thetiMeF 2] 
3 About half the timesF-ý 
Only occasionallyF 41 
NeverF 
ý5 
I did not have vaginal or anal Intercourse with a'n'e'w" partner In the past 4 weeksF 
How often, in the past 4 weeks, have you used condoms at ORAL 
intercourse with a NEW female partner/s? Mck ONE box) 
2 
QUESTION 2 
These questions are about the number of women you have had sexual intercourse with in the PAST 12 MONTHS. 
Please Include ALL women you have had sexual Intercourse with in the PAST 12 MONTHS, whether it was just 
once or a few times, your steady partner or your wife. Be as accurate as you can. Give your best estimate if you 
can not remember exactly. 
a) In the past 12 months, with how many different women have you had sexual intercourse? GOTO - 
QUESTION 3 
TICK THIS BOX IF NONE 
D 
(on page 5) 
OR GIVE THE NUMBER 
b) In the past 12 months, with how many different ' wom ' en 
have you had sexual 
Intercourse so that condom was ALWAYS used (at every Intercourse)? 
NUMBER (or estimate):, 
'(If none, enter 0) 
C) How often have you used condoms at VAGINAL or-ANAL intercourse With 
a woman In the past 12 months? 
Mck ONE box) 
Always 
F 
Most of the time 
F 
2] 
About half the timesF 31 
Only occasionallyF 
ý4 
Never 5] 
I did not have vaginal or ana, intercourse in the past, l 2 months 
1 
81 
How often have you used condoms at ORAL Intercourse with 
a woman in the past 12 months? (Tick ONE box) 
Always 
Most of the timeF 
ý2 
--3] 
About half the times 
Only occasionally 
174 
Never 
F 
51 
_I did not have oral intercourse in th 
Ie past, 12 monthsF 81 
""'r"o'brse" "a woman d) Have you had, In the past, j 2'monttis, 'ýsexUal Intec with ick ONE box), WHILE you were in a RELATIONSHIO', whhýANOTHER woman? GO TO 
p 
Qs 
C 
UESTION f) NOD p 
I 
(on page 4) 
[(on 
")Tgo' 
Yes 
e) In the past 12 months, with how many different women have you had sexual 
intercourse WHILE you were in a relationship with another woman? 
NUMBER (or estimate):, III 
3 
(Question 2 continued) 
f) In the past 12 months, have you had a sexual intercourse with a NEW female frick ONE box) 
partner (someone you had not had sex with previously to 12 months ago)? GO TO 
QUESTION 3 
No (on page 5) 
Yes 
g) In the past 12 months, with how many NEW female partners have you had sexual Intercourse? 
NUMBER (or estimate):, 
h) In the past 12 months, with how, many NEW, female pa. ' 
rtners have you had sexual intercourse 
so that condom was ALWAYS used (at every Intercourse)? 
NUMBER (or estimate):, 
(if none. 'enter 0) 
How often have. you used condoms at VAGINAL or ANAL intercourse with a 
NEW female partner/s in the past 12 months? (Tick ONE box) 
Al 
F 
ways 
M t f h i 
F ý2 
os o t et me 
Ab th lf th i 
[3 
ou a et mes 
O l i 
F-ý4 
n y occas onally 
N 
ý5 
ever 
I did not have vagina'l or anal Interc6ursewith a-fiew, partner'In the past 12 months F8 8 
How often have you, used condoms at ORAL'intercourse with a NEW female 
partner/s in the past 12 months? ' 
(TI& ONE t*Ix) 
Al 
F 
11 ways 
M t' f th ti 2 os o e me 
th lf th Ab ti 
F 
3] a ou e mes 
O l i ll 
F-4] 
n y occas ona y 
N 
F 51 
ever 
I I t ith ' li h 
1 
81 a ercourse w new partner in t I did not have ora n e pas t 12 mon ths 
4 
OUESTION 3 
These questions are about the number of women you have had sexual intercourse with in the PAST 5 YEARS. 
Please include ALL women you have had sexual intercourse with in the past 5 years, whether it was just once or a few times, 
your steady partner or your wife. Be as accurate as you can. Give your best estimate If you can not remember exactly. 
a) In the past 5 years, with how many different women have you had sexual intercourse? GOTO - 
TICK THIS BOX IF NONE QUESTION 4 (on page 7) 
OR GIVE THE NUMBER (or estimate): 
In the past 5 years, with how many different women have you had sexual intercourse so 
that condom was ALWAYS used (at every Intercourse)? 
NUMBER (or estimate):, III 
(if none, enter 0) 
C) How often have you used condoms at sexual intercourse with, a. 
woman in the past 5 years? 
(Tick ONE box) 
AlwaysF ý, 
Most of the time[ 21 
AIbI out half the timesF-- 
ý3 
, Only occasi'onallyF-- 
ý4 
Never 
F ý5 
Have you had, in the past 5 years, sexual Intercourse with a woman 
MILE you were in a RELATIONSHIP with ANOTHER woman? 
Mck ONE box) GO TO 
QUESTION e) No (on page 6) 
Yes 
d) In the pastý'5 years, with how many different women haye you had sexual, 
Intercourse WHILE you'were In a relat! Ohship withanother woman? 
NUMBER (or, estimate): 
5 
(Question 3 continued) 
e) In the past 5 years, have you had a sexual Intercourse with a NEW female partner 
(someone you had not had sex with previously to 5 years ago)? 
Mck ONE box) GO TO 
QUESTION 4 
NoEl--'- (on page 7) 
r--= 
Yes L-2J 
ýInthe 
past 5 years, with how many NEW female partners have you had sexual Intercourse? 
NUMBER (or estimate): iIII 
g) In the past 5 years, with how many NEW female partners have you had sexual Intercourse 
so that condom was ALWAYS used (at every intercourse)? 
NUMBER (or estimate): i 
(if none, enter o) 
h) How often have you used condoms at Intercourse with a NEW 
female partner/s In the past 5 years? 
(TIck ONE box) 
AlwaysF 
2 Most of the time 
I 
About half the times 
1 ý3 
Only occasionally 
F4 
NeverF 5 
6 
QUESTION 4 
These questions are about the number of women you hI ave had sexual intercourse with in your LIFE SO FAR. 
Please include ALL women you have had sexual Intercourse with in your life so far, whether it was just once or a 
few times, your steady partner or your wife. Be as accurate as you can. Give your best estimate ff you can not 
remember exactly. 
a) In your LIFE so far, with how many different women have you had sexual intercourse? GO TO 
TICK THIS BOX IF NONE 
E ]0-0' QUESTION 5 
(on page 8) 
OR GIVEýTHE NUMBER (or estimate): 
Have you ever been married or lived 
together with a (female) partner? 
(71ck ONE box) 
GO TO 
No 
[: 
2; 
ý 
QUESTION d) 
(on page 7) Yes 
El 
Have you had sex with your future wife or cohabiting 
partner before getting married or starting living together 
(for the FIRST time, if several times)? 
With how many OTHER women, if any at all, 'have you had sex before 
getting married or started living together with your, (female) partner 
(for the first time, if several times)? 
(Tick ONE box) 
-1 
NOF I 
Ye sF 2] 
NUMBER (or estimate): 
(if none, enter 0) 
d) Have you ever had sexual intercodrsewith a woman WHILE you'were in a 
RELATIONSHIP with ANOTHERw6man? 
(Tick ONE box) 
GO TO 
--I-- QUESTION 5 No (on page 8) 
Yes 
e) In your life, with how many different women have you had sexual intercourse 
WHILE you were in a relationship with another woman? 
NUMBER (or estimate): 
7 
QUESTION 5 
PLEASE, DO ANSWER THE QUESTION 
a) In your life so far, have you ever had oral or anal sexual Intercourse a MAN? 
Please, tick YES, even if it was only once. FINISH, PUT THE BOOKLET IN THE 
PROVIDED ENVELOPE No AND ASK THE INTER- 
VIEWER FOR THE NEXT 
Yes BOOKLET 
I These questions are about the number of men you had sexual intercourse with at different times In your life. 
Please include ALL men you have ever had sexual intercourse with, whether It was just once or a few times, your 
steady partners with whom you did or did not live together. Be as accurate as you can. Give your best esUmate U 
you can not remember exacUy 
First, questions about men you have had sexual intercourse with In the PAST 4 WEEKS. 
b) In the past 4 weeks, with how many men have you had sexual intercourse? 
GO TO 
QUESTION 6 
K TkilS BOX IF, NONE 
D 
-TIC 0 (on page 10) 
-OR GIVETHE NUMBER ý(or estimýte): 
On how many OCCASIONS, in the past 4 weeks hav'eýyou-'had'anal sexual 
intercourse with a man? If you are not sure, give your best eýstimate. 
NUMBER OF INTERCOURSE OCCASIONS: 
(it none, enter 0) 
Did you use a condom oIn any of these occasionsin the last A weeks? (nck ONE box) 
Always 
F 
11 
tF2 Most of the ime 
-ý 
About half the times 
F3 
occaslonallyF 4 
-ý5 
NeverF 
I did not have- anal 
"in' ter, courseWith 'a" anin the', past 4_weeksF 
8 
(Question 5 continued) 
d) On how many OCCASIONS, In the past 4 weeks haveyou had oral sexual 
Intercourse with a man? If you are not sure, give your best estimate. 
NUMBER OF INTERCOURSE OCCASIONS:, II 
(if none, enter 0) 
e) Did you use a condom on any of these occasions in the last 4 weeks? (Tick ONE box) 
AlwaysF ý, 
Most of the time 2] 
About half the times 3] 
Only occasionally 4] 
NeverF 5] 
I did not have oral Intercourse with a man In thIe past 4 weeks 
F 
81 
f) In the past 7 DAYS, on how many OCCASIONS have you had sexual intercourse with a man? 
NUMBER OF INTERCOURSE OCCASIONS:, 
(if none, enter 0) 
g) In the past 4 weeks, have you had a sexual intercourse with a NEW male 
partner (someone you had not had sex with previously to 4 weeks ago)? ONE box) GO TO 
No QUESTION 6 (on page 10) 
Yes 
In the past 4 weeks, with how many NEW male partners, have, you had sexual intercourse? 
NUMBER (or estimate): 
't II 
I did not have oral Intercourse with a man In the past 4 weeks 
9 
QUESTION 6 
These questions are about the number of men you had oral or anal Intercourse with in the PAST 12 MONTHS. 
Please Include ALL men you have had sexual Intercourse with In the past 12 months, whether It was just once or 
a few times, and your steady partner. Be as accurate as you can. Give your best estimate If you can not 
remember exactly. 
a) In the past 12 months, with how many men have you had sexual Intercourse? GO TO 
TICK THIS BOX IF NONE 
[:: ]o-*" QUESTION 7 
(on page 12) 
OR GIVE THE NUMBER (or estimate): 
b) In the past 12 monthý, iýillýýow many men have you had anal sexual Intercourse 
so that condom was ALWAYS used (at every intercourse)? 
NUMBER (or, estimate):, I 
(If none, enter 0) 
C) How often did you use condoms at anal Intercourse 'Cnck ONE box) 
occasions with a man? 
Always 
Most of the timeF 2 
About half the times 
F ý3 
Only occasionally 
F ý4 
Never 
F ý5 
1 did not have anal intercourse with a man in the past 12 months 
F-81 
In the past 12 months, with how, many menihave you had oral sexual Intercourse 
so that condom was ALWAYS used (at every intercourse)? 
NUMBER (or estimate): 
none, enter o), - 
10 
TEXT BOUND INTO 
THE SPINE 
(Question 6 continued) 
d) In the past 12 months, with how many men have you had oral sexual intercourse 
with ejaculation in the mouth so that condom was ALWAYS used (at every intercourse)? 
NUMBER (or estimate):, II __J (if none, enter o) 
e) How often did you use condoms at oral intercourse 
occasions with a man? 
(Tick ONE box) 
Always 
[-ý, 
Most of the time 
F ý2 
About half the time F- 
ý3 
Only occasionally 
Never, 
f 
51 
I did not have oral Intercourse with a manin the past 12 months, 
F ý8 
Have you had, in the past 12 months, sexual intercourse with a man WHILE 
you were in a RELATIONSHIP with ANOTHER man? ('nck ONE box) GO TO 
QUESTION h) 
No (on page 10) 
Yes 
g) In the past 12 months, with how many different men have you had sexual 
intercourse WHILE you were in a relationship with another man? 
NUMBER (or estimate):. 
h) In the past 12 months, have you had a sexual intercourse with a NEW male partner 
(someone you had not had sex with previously to 12 months ago)? GO TO 
No 
QUESTION 7 
(on page 12) 
'-Yes 
In the past 12 months. 'with how many, NEW male partners have you, "- 
had sexual intercourse? 
NUMBER (or estimate): iIII 
11 
auESTION 7 
These questions are about the number of men you had oral or anal Intercourse with In the PAST 5 YEARS. 
Please include ALL men you have had sexual Intercourse with In the past 5 years, whether It was just once 
or a few times, and your steady partner. Be as accurate as you can. Give your best estimate If you can not 
remember exact1y. 
a) in the past 5 years, with how many men have you had sexual Intercourse? GO TO 
TICK THIS BOX IF NONEE: 
Jý QUESTION 8 
(on page 13) 
OR GIVE THE NUMBER (or estimate): 
In the past 5 years, with how many different men have you had sexual intercourse 
MILE you were in a relationship with another man or a woman? Mck ONE box) GO-TO 
QUESTION 6) 
E(onpage112) 
E 
Yes 
T 
C) In the past 5 years, with how many 
different men have you had sexual Intercourse 
WHILE you were in a relationship with another man or a woman? 
NUMBER (or estimate): i III 
In the past 5 years, have you had a sexual Intercourse with a NEW male partner 
(someone you had not had sex with previously to 5 years ago)? 
(Tick ONE box) GO TO 
QUESTION 8 
No 
E 
(on page 13) r---1 
Yes 
d) In the past 5 years, with how many NEW male partners have you had sexual intercourse? 
NUMBER (or, estimate): 
12 
QUESTION 8 
These questions are about the number of men you had oral or anal Intercourse with In your LIFE SO FAR. 
Please Include ALL men you have had sexual Intercourse with in your life so far, whether it was just once or 
a few times, and your steady partner. Be as accurate as you can. Give your best esUmate N you can not, 
remember exacOy. 
FINISH, PUT THE BOO a) In your life so far, with how many men have you had sexual Intercourse? LETINTHEPROVIDE 
TICK THIS BOX IF NONE ENVELOPE AND AS? 
THE INTERVIEWER FC 
OR GIVE THE NUMBER (or estimate): __j 
THE NEXT BOOKLE1 
Have you ever lived together with a male partner? (Tick ONE box) 
GO TO 
No 
QUESTION d) 
(on page 13) 
YesE]]-ý 
Have you had sex with your future male cohabiting partner 
before starting living together (for the FIRST 
time, if several times)? 
No 
Yes 
With how many OTHER men, if any at all, have you had sex before 
started living together with your male partner 
(for the first time, If several times)? 
NUMBER (or estimate):, _j (d none. order 0) 
d) Have you ever had sexual Intercourse with a man WHILE you were In a 
RELATIONSHIP with ANOTHER man or a woman? 
Mck ONE box) FINISH, PUT THE BOOI 
LET IN THE PROVIDE[ 
No 
D--)- 
ENVELOPE AND ASK 
THE INTERVIEWER FO 
Yes THE NEXT BOOKLET. 
e) In your life, with how many different men have you had sexual intercourse 
WHILE you were In a relationship with another man or a woman? 
NUMBER (or estimate): # 
FINISH, PUT THE'BOOKLET IN THE PROVIDED ENVELOPE AND ASK THE 
INTERVIEWER FOR THE NEXT BOOKLET. 
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QUESTION 1 
The following questions are about the Individuals (women or men) you have had sex with in the LAST 6 YEARS. 
We mean ALL those with whom you had vaginal, oral or anal Intercourse, whether just once, a few times, a regu- 
lar female or male partner or your wife. 
a) If you have not had any partners In the last 5 years, 
tick here GO TO Eýý QUESTION 10 
or if you have had one or more partners during last 5 years, tick here 
(on page 51) 
b) Please do answer the question b). 
What of the following currently applies to you? 
('nck ONE box) 
I do not have a steady female partner currently I GO TO 
I, - QUESTION 4 
2 1 do not have a steady male partner currently 
B 
_(on 
page 12) 
1 have a steady male partner, but we do not live together 3 GO TO QUESTION 3 
4 (on page 7) I live together with my steady male partner 
I have a steady female partner, but we do not live together 151 
I live together with my steady female partnerF76 
I am married 
QUESTION 2 
The following questions are about your wife or steady female partner. 
a) When was the last occasion you had sexual intercourse? 
b) On this last. occasion did you have 
DAY. tIi MONTH: 111 YEAR:, 
(Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
vaginal intercourse, F 11 
oral intercourse by you to her, 2] 
oral Intercourse by her to you, F 3] 
anal intercoursel 4] 
you do pot remember. 
F 
11 
(Question 2 continued) 
C) Have you used a condom on this (last) occasion? (rick ONE box) 
No 
Yes, to prevent pregnancyF 
ý2 
Yes, to prevent sexually transmitted diseasesF- 
ý3 
Yes, for both of these reasons 
F4 
1 do not remember 
F ý7 
Have you used any other contraceptive method on this (last) occasion? (Tkk ONE box) 
YesF ý' 
NoF 21 
1 do not rememberF 7-'- 
d) How often do you have sexual intercourse (on average per month)? 
if you are not sure, give your best estimate. 
TIMES PER MONTH 
(If less often than once per rnonth, enter 0) 
e) How often, on average, do you use condoms? Mck ONE box) 
AlwaysF-11 
Most of the timeF 2] 
About half the timesF 3] 
Only occasionallyF- 
ý4 
NeverF ýs 
I do not rememberF 71 
Thinking of how often you have sex, would you say that you would prefer to have sex .. Mck ONE box) 
more often than herF- ý' 
less often than herF 
ý2 
about as often as her, F 3] 
111 
you can not say. 
F-7] 
2 
(Question 2 continued) 
g) Have you ever had sex during her menstruation? (Tick ONE box) 
NeverF-11 
Yes and we always used condoms on such occasions 2] 
Yes and we sometimes used cond oms on such occasions 
-3] 
Yes and we never use 
Id 
condoms on 
I 
such occasionsF- 
ý4 
Yes, but I don't re member whether we used condoms 
[ -5] 
I do not rememberF- 
ý7 
h) Have you ever discussed using condoms? Crick ONE box) 
No, never[ o]l 
Yes, before we first had sex, I started it 02] 
Yes, before we first had sex, she started it 03] 
Yes, before we first had sex, I don't remember who startedF- 
ýO4 
Yes, after we fir st had sex, l started it 
F 
05 
ý05 
Yes, after we first had sex, she started it 
Fý06 
Yes, after we first had sex, 'I'don't remember wýho started 
F0]7 
I do not remember 
F9]7 
Have you ever wanted to use a condom, but she 
refused and you then did not use it? CrIck ONE box) 
YesF 11 
No 2] 
F-7] 
I do not remember 
When was the first occasion, you had sexual 
'19tercolurse"with 
her?,,, 
Please try to remember the month. If you can not remember the month only enter the year. 
MONTH: 
k) Have you used a condom on that (first) occasion?,. (Tick ONE box) 
No F 11, 
Ybý, 'ioprevent pregnancy 
ý2 
Yes, to prevent'sexually transmitted diseases 3] 
Yes, for both of these reasons[ 
_ý4 
I do not rememberF_ 
ý7 
3 
(Question 2 continued) 
How long have you known each other before you first had sex? 
DAYS: t Ii MONTHS: i Ii YEARS: iII 
(If none, write 0) ý (If none, write 0) (If none, wrIte 0) 
M) Where, did you first meet? (Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
Tick ALL statements that apply. 
In school, university 
1 
0111 
At workF 
o2 
Through interest group 
F703 
At sport, recreation activity 
F 
04] 
At friends F-0115 
At a party 
1 
061 
In a pub ore or, restaurant or bar or club ... 
F -0) 
7] 
In a public place (park, bus,... )F- 081 
While travelling for work 
F 
While travelling for private reasons 
I -ýio 
Elsewhere (SPECIFY WHERE 
Mck ONE box) 
n) Was that.... 
In the same community you lived in, 
F 
in the same rggion'of Slovenia but different community, 
E: ý 
in a different region of Slovenia, 3] 
in another country (SPECIFY THE COUNTRY. 
0) As far as you know, BEFORE your relationship, has she,... 
(TIck ALL boxes that apply) 
Tick ALL statements that'apply. " 
everhad sex with another man, 
F -ol 
ýO2 
had'sex with 2 to 4 other men, 
F 
02 
had sex with 5 to 10 other men, 
F- ýO3 
had, sex with mo re than 10 other men, 
[--0]4 
'ever been*paid for sex with a man, 
1 
051 
had sex with a woman, 
F 
0161 
had sex with several women, 
F 
o7l 
e ver travelled or lived abroad for more, than 3 months, 
1708 
ever Injected drugs, like heroin, cocaine,..., 
F 
091 
or, none of this, as far as you know. 
1 
101 
4 
(Question 2 continued) 
P) As far as you know, DURING your relationship, has she ... Tick ALL statements that apply. (rick ALL boxes that apply) 
had sex with another man, 
F 
011 
had 'sex with several other men, 
F ýO2 
been paid for sex with a man, 
1 
03] 
had sex with a woman, 
70, 
had sex with several women, 
F 
051 
travelled or lived abroad without I you for more than 3 months, 
1 
061 
injected drugs like heroine or cocaine . ..... 
[ 
07 
or none of this, as far as you know. 
Fý 
08 
r) DURING this relationship have you ... Tick ALL statements that apply. Mck AU boxes that apply) 
ever had sex with another. woman, 
F _2 11 
ever had sex with several other women, 
F02] 
ever paid sex to a woman, 
F03] 
04 had sex with a man, 
had sex with several other men, 
F 
051 
ever pai Id for sex with a man, 
F ýO6 
travelled or lived abroad without her for more than 3 months, 
F07] 
injected illegal drugs like heroine or cocaine, ..., 
F-- ýO8 
or none of this. 
F ý09 
S) Have you ever discussed, the risk of infection with the virus that causes 
AIDS (HIV) or other infections that can be transmitted through sex? 
(Tick ONE box) 
ho, neverF 
T, 
-Yes, before we first ,hI ad sex[ 2 
Yes, after we had sex for the first time 3 
I do not remember[ 7 
5 
(Question 2 continued) 
As far as you know, has she ever been tested 
for virus that causes AIDS (HIV)? 
(Tick ONE box) 
No, never 
Yes, before we first had sex 
F ý2 
F-7 Yes, after we had sex for the first time 131 
7 1 do not knowF--ý 
t) How old is she? 
YEARS: iII 
U) What education level has she completed? (Tick ONE box) 
d d N t tt 
1 
010 h en e o a any sc ool 
e 1-3 l t h 
F 
01 y ars e emen ary sc ool 
t l 4-7 
F ýO2 
emen years e ary school 
El 
Fý03 
ementary school 
f L 
1 
014] ower years o secondary school 
ears s 5-3 d 1 h l 
F705 
05 econ y programme . oo ary sc 
d 4 5 h l 
F 
Oý6 ary sc years secon programme - oo 
Hi h h l fi t t i 07] g er sc oo , rs s age univers ty 
Hi h h l i it d 08 g sc oo , un vers y or aca emy 
S i ll i S 09 pec a sat on, M c 
PhD 1ý0 
1 do not know 
- ý97 F 
97 
V) What is her nationality? 
(Tick ONE box) 
SloveneF71 
Not Slovene (SPECIFY NATION ALITY. )F 2] 
Z) in the PAST 5 YEARS haveyou had sexual intercourse with anyone else 
(a woman or a man), whether just once, a few times, a steady partner or a previous wife? 
The following questions will be about the last person you had 
Mck ONE box) sex with during the past 5 years (apart from your wife or 
steady partner you have just been answering about. ) Yes GO TO 
QUESTION 6 
(on page 25) 
GO TO 
NoE: O)---*. - 
QUESTION 10 
(on page 51) 
QUESTION 3 
The following questions are about your STEADY MALE partner. 
a) When was the last occasion you had'sexual intercourse? 
If you can not remember the day, enter the month and the year. 
Please, try to remember the month. If this is not possible, enter the year only. 
DAY. Ii MONTH: i Ii YEAR: i 
b) On this last occasion did you have 
Tick ALL statements that apply. 
(Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
oral intercourse coming into mouth, 
F 7 
oral intercourse not coming into mouth, 
F 21 
anal intercourse me to partner, 
Eý 
anal intercourse partner tome, 4] 
7 you do not remember. 
C) Have you used a condom on this (last) occasion? (TIck ONE box) 
Yes 
F ý, 
No 
Fý 
, 
2 
I do not remember 
How often do you have sexual'intercourse (onayerage per month)? 
If you are not sure, give your best estimate. 
TIMES PER MONTH 
(if less often than once per month, enter 0) 
d) How often, on average, do you use condorns? (TICk ONE box) 
Always; 
F-11 
Most of the timeF 2] 
About half the times 
Fý3 
Only occasionally, 4 
Never 
F 
51 
7 
77 
I do not remember 
e) Thinking of how often you have sex, would yod, s6v that Vou would 'iefe' e pr to hav sex...:.., ý, ONE box): 
more often than him, 
less often than him, 
F 
2] 
about as often as himfý3 
you can not say. 
F 
71 
7 
(Question 3 continued) 
Have you ever discussed using condoms? (rick ONE box) 
No, never 
II 7 
Yes, before we first had sexF 2] 
Yes, after we first had sex, 
F- ý3 
1 do not rememberF-- 
ý7 
g) Have you ever wanted to use a condom, but he refused 
and you then did not use it? (71Ck ONE box) 
Yes 1711 
NoF 
ý2 
I do not remember[ 7] 
h) Has he ever forced you into sexual intercourse when you did not want it? Crick ONE box) 
Yes F 11 
NoF 2] 
I do not rememberF 71 
When was the first occasion you had sexual intercourse? 
please try to remember the month. If you can not remember the month enter the year only 
MONTH:, I, YEAR:. I 
j) Have you used a condom on that (first) olcCaslon? (Tick ONE box) 
k) How long have you known each other before you lirst'haýd sex? 
DAYS: t I M04TA§: 
't 
Ii YEARS: i II 
(If none, wrfte 0) rit ', of none'w e 0) (if none, write 0) 
Yes 
r1 
No 
r 
2] 
I do not remember 
1 
71 
8 
(Question 3 continued) 
Where, did you first meet? 
Tick ALL statements that apply. 
Elsewhere (SPECIFY WHERE: 
(Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
In school, universityF ý01 
At workF 02] 
Through interest group 
F03] 
At sport, recreation activity 
F 
04] 
At friendsF-051 
0] At a partyF 
'6 
In a pub or cafe or restaurant or bar or club ... 
[ 
07] 
In a public place (park, bus,... ) 
F 
08 
While travelling for work 
1 
091 
While travelling for private reasonsF-110 
) Fý11 
m) Was that.... (rick ONE box) 
in the same community you lived in, 
in the same region of Slovenia but different communityJ 2 
in a different region of Slovenia, 
F 
3] 
in another country (SPECIFY THE COUNTRY. 
n) As far as you know, BEFORE your relationship,, has he... (Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
Tick ALL statements that apply. 
ever had sex 'with another man, 
had sex with 2 to 4 other men, 
F0]2 
ýO3 
had, sex, with 5 to'10 other men, 
F 
f 
_o4 
had sex with more than 10 other men, 
ever been 
705 
paid for, sex with a man, 
F 
706 
had s ex with a woman, 
had sex wlth, 2-4, ý women, 
Eý 
had s6k wil: 4 5-10 women, 
1 
081 
had' sex"W"Ith "More thanl 0 womej 091 
ever travelled or lived abroa Id for more than 3 months, 
1 
101 
ever injected drugs like heroin, cocaine,..., 
or none of this, 'as far as you know. 
F 
12] 
(Question 3 continued) 
0) As far as you know, DURING your relationship, has he ... Tick ALL statements that apply. (rick ALL boxes that apply) 
had sex with another man, 
F 
07, 
had sex with several other men, 
Fý02 
been paid for sex with a man, 
1-7 
03 
had sex with a woman, 
F 
074 
had sex with several women, 
7ý 
travelled or lived abroad without you for more than 3 months, 
F 
076 
Injected drugs like heroine or cocaine . ..... 
F 
017] 
or none of this, as far as you know. F 
ý08 
P) DURING this relationship have you 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
ever had sex with another man, 
F 
01 
had sex with several other men, 
F ýO2 
03 ever paid sex to a man, 
[ý 
had sex with a woman, 
-04] 
had sex with several other women, 
F- ýO5 
ever paid for sex with a woman, 
Fý 
06 
07 travelled or lived abroad without him for more than 3 months, 
F 
injected illegal drugs like heroin 
Ie 
or cocaine, ..., 
Fý08 
or none of this. 
F 
09 
-079 
r) Have you ever discussed the risk of Infectionwith the'virus that causes 
AIDS (HIV) or other infections that canbe tr'ansr'nitted through sex? 
(Tick ONE box) 
No, never 
Yes, before we first had sex 
[ 
2] 
Yes, after we I had sex for the first timeF-]3 
I do not remember 7] 
10 
(Question 3 continued) 
S) As far as you know, has he ever been tested for (rick ONE box) 
virus that causes AIDS (HIV)? 7 
No, never 
11 
Yes, before we first had sexF 
ý2 
'me -ý 
Yes, after we had sex for the first ti 
F3 
I do not knowF 7] 
6) How old is he? 
YEARS: i II 
t) What education level has he completed? (rick ONE box) 
Not attended any schoolFýOwo 
F oil 1-3 years elementary school 
4-7 years elementary'school 
1 
0]2 
03] Elementary school 
F 
03 
Lower years of secondary school 
[0 
4] 
1.5-3 years secondary school programme 
F 
0'15 
4-5 years secondafy. school programme 06 
Higher school 
' lower level universityF707 
High school, univ . ersity or acad I emy 
F 
08] 
§p9cialis oný' MSc ati 
'PhPF 101 
I do not knowF-- 
ý97 
U) What is his nationality? Mck ONE b6x), ' 
-SloveneF 11 
Not Slovene (SPECIFY NATIO N, ALIT'Y. 
V) In the PAST 5 YEARS have you had sexual intercourse with, 
anyone else (a man or a woman),, whgther just once, a few t, imes, 
a steady partner or a previous wife? 
The following questions will be about the last person you had 
(Tic 
Ik 
ONE box) 
sex with during the past 5 years (apart from your steady partner 
you have just been answering about). 
Yes 
GO TO 
QUESTION 6 
(on page 25) 
GO TO 
No 2] 
QUESTION 10 
(on page 51) 
11 
OUESTION 4 
The following questions are about the PERSON you had sex with MOST RECENTLY. 
a) Was (is) this partner .. i.. 
a woman or a man 
f- 
b) When was the last occasion you had sexual intercourse? 
If you can not remember the day, enter the month and the year. 
Please, try to remember the month. If this is not possible, enter the year only. 
DAY: iIi MONTH:, 11 YEAR: 11111 
C) On this last occasion did you have 
vaginal intercourse, 
FI -1 
oral Intercourse by you to her, 
F ý2 
oral intercourse by her to you, 
F ý3 
, anal 
intercoursef- 
ý4 
you do not rememberf 
- 
7] 
(Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
Have you used a condom on this (last) occasion? (Tick ONE box) 
No[ 
Yes, to prevent pregnancy[ 2] 
Yes, to prevent sexually transmitted diseases 
F13 
Yes, for both of these reasons 
Fý 
4 
I do not remember[ 7 
d) Have you used any other contraceptive method on this (last) occasion? (Tick ONE b0i) 
YesF 11 
NoF21 
I do not remember[ 7 
GO TO 
QUESTION 5 
(on page 19) 
12 
(Question 4 continued) 
e) How long (did) this relationship last(s)? 
(nck ONE box) 
GOTO I 
We had sex only once 
Dý 
(on page 14) 
Less than a month GO TO i) (on page 13) 
More than a month and less than a year 
More than a year (SPECIFY YEARS: ,II) 
f) How often (on average) have you had sexual intercourse per month? 
If you are not sure, give your best estimate. .*,: 
' 
%, ý 
g) How often, on average, have you used condoms? 
TIMES PER MONTH 
(If less often than once per month, enter 0) 
Mck ONE box) 
Always 
Most of the timeF-ý2 
About half the times 
F 
31 
Only occasionallyF 4] 
Never 
F5 
1 do not remember[ 71 
h) Thinking of how often you had (have) sex, would you say, 
that you would prefer to have sex... (Tick ONE box) 
more, often than her, 
F 
11 
less, often than herf 2] 
about as often as herF-ý3 
you can not say. 
F-7] 
Have you ever had sex during her. menstruation? (Tick ONE box) 
Never 
F- 
ý2 
Yes and we always used condoms on such occasions 
. Yes and we somet 
I imesý used condoms on sI uch occasions 3 
Yes and we never, use dc0 ndoms on such occasions 
Yes, but I don't remembeir, whetherýwe used, condoms 
F 
51 
I do not remember 7 
13 
(Question 4 continued) 
When was the first occasion you had sexual intercourse with her? 
Please try to remember the month. If you can not remember the month only enter the year. 
MONTH: iIi YEAR: ,IIII 
k) Have you used a condom on that (first) occasion? (Tk* ONE box) 
No 
F11 
Yes, to prevent pregnancyF 
ý2 
Yes, to prevent sexually transmitted diseases 
Yes, for both of these reasons 
1 
41 
1 do not remember 
[7] 
Have you ever discussed using condoms? Mck ONE box) 
No. neverF ý01 
Yes, before we first had sex, I started it 
1 ýO2 
Yes, before we first had sex, she started it 
F_0ý3 
04 Yes, before we first had sex, I don't remember who startel__ý 
05 Yes, after we fi 
I 
rst had sex, I started it 
ýO6 
Yes, after we first had sex, - she started It 
F 
Yes, after we first had sex, I dopt rememp'er who started 
F 
Oý7 
I do not rememberF 917] 
M) Have you ever wanted to use a condom, but she (Tick ONE box)ýý refused and you then did not use It? 
Yes 
F-'] 
NoF-2] 
I do not remember 7] 
n) How long have you known each other before you first had sex? 
DAYS: i II MONTHS: t Ii YEARS: i II 
(if nDne, write o) (it none. write 0), (if none, write 0) 
14 
(Question 4 continued) 
0) Where, did you first meet? 
Tick ALL statements that apply. 
Elsewhere (SPECIFY WHERE: 
(Ilck ALL boxes that apply) 
In school, universltyF-0111 
At work 
F02] 
Through interest group 
F ýO3 
At sport, recreation activityF704 
At friendsF-0115 
At a party 
F 
061 
In a pub or cafe or restaurant or Par or cl ub .... F 07] 
IIna public place (park, bus,... ) 
1 
081 
While travelling for I workF 091 
While travelling for private reasons 10 
)F ý11 
P) Was that.... (Tick ONE box) 
in the same community you lived in, 
F 
11 
in the same, region of Slovenia but different community, 2] 
in a different region of Slovenia, 3] 
in another country (SPECIFY THE COUNT 
ý4 
r) Are you (or were you ever).... (TIck ONE box) 
married to each other, 
F71 
living together (but never married), 2] 
steady partn I ers (but ne 
I 
ver lived togethe r), 
F-3] 
wer e never steady partners, 
or you paid her for sex. 
F 
51 
15 
(Question 4 continued) 
S) As far as you know, BEFORE your relationship, has she 
Tick ALL statements that apply. Mck ALL boxes Mat apply) 
ever had ith th 
Eý 
sex w ano er man 
h d ith 2 4 
1 
0ý2 a sex w to other men, 
h d ith 5 10 
F-703 
a sex w to other men, 
h d ith th 10 h 
F -074 
a sex w more an ot er men, 
b id f i h 
F 
05 ever een pa or sex w t a man, 
had sex with a woman, 
F ýO6 
h d ith l 
Fý07 
a sex w severa women, 
ever travelled or lived abroad for more than 3 months, 
F ý08 
ever Injected drugs like, heroin, cocaine,..., 09 
or none of this, as far as you know 
F 
10 
As far as you know,, DURING your relationship, has she ... (Tick AM boxes Mat apply) 
Tick ALL statements that apply. 
h d ith th 
F 
Oil a sex w ano er man, 
i dt th I h b 
F-012 
was marr e o ano er man or n co itation, a 
h d th t d l 
F703 
a o er s ea y ma e partner 
had sex with several other men, 
704 
" b id f 
F 
051 een pa or sex with a man, 
h d ith 
[ 
06] a woman, a sex w 
h d i h l 
F 
071 a sex w women, t severa 
I 
li t d li d b d f h 3 h 
F 
0181 rave e or ve a roa without you or more t an mont s, 
I t i dd lik h i 
F 
o91 ne . ..... njec ne or coca e rugs e ero F 
101 or none of this, as far, as you know. 
16 
(Question 4 continued) 
t) DURING this relationship have you ... Tick ALL statements that apply. (rick ALL boxes that apply) 
ever had sex with another woman, 
F 
0"] 
been married to another woman or in cohabitation 
F-0ý2 
03 had other steady female partner 
[ -] 
ever had sex with several other women, 
F-04] 
ever paid sex to a woman, 
F 
06 had sex with a man, 
[ý 
had sex with several men, 017] 
ever paid for 'sex with a man, 
F- ý28 
travelled or lived abroad without her for more than 3 months, 
1 
091 
injected illegal drugs like heroine or cocaine; .... F ýio 
or none of this. F ý,, 
U) Have you ever discussed the risk of infection with the virus that 
causes AIDS (HIV) or other infections that can be 
transmitted through sex? (rick ONE box) 
No, never 1ý 
Yes, be fore we first had sex 2] 
Yes, afterwe had sex for the first time 
I do not remember 
V) As far as you know, has she ever been tested for virus that 
causes AIDS (HIV)? (Tick ONE box) 
No, never 
El 
Yes, before we first had sex 
Yes, after we had sex for the'first time 
I do not know 
Eý 
Z) How old is she (was she at your last Intercourse)? 
YEARS: L--L--J 
If you neve'r'knew, tick h'ere 
17 
(Question 4 continued) 
What education level has she completed? Crick ONE box) 
Not attended any school 
Fý 
00 
1-3 years elementary school 
F ý01 
01 
4-7 years elementary schoolF--ýO2 
Elementary school 
F703 
Lower years of secondary school 
F704 
1.5-3 years secondary school programmeF- 075 
4-5 years secondary school programme 
1 
Oý6 
Higher school, first stage university 
F707 
High school, university or academy 
F 
08 
Specialisation, MSc 
F 
0ý1 
PhD 
[ ý10 
10 
I do not know 97 
X) What is (was) her nationality? Mck ONE box) 
Slovene 
Not Slovene (SPECIFY NATIONALITY. 
ý2 
Y) in the PAST 5 YEARS have you had sexual Intercourse with 
anyone else (a woman or a man),, whether just once, a few times, 
a steady partner or a previous wife? 
Mck ONE box) The following questions will be about the one before the last 
person you had sex with during the past 5 years (apart from the 
Ye 
sED----'- person you 
have just been answering about). 
GO TO 
QUESTION 6 
(on page 25) 
GOTO 
No QUESTION 10 
(on page 51) 
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QUESTION 5 
The following questions are about your LAST MALE partner, 
a) When was the last occasion you had sexual intercourse? 
If you can not remember the day, enter the month and the year. 
Please, try to remember the month. If this is not possible, enter the year only. 
DAY. iI, MONTH: t Ii YEAR: i 
b) On this last occasion did you have ...... Tick ALL statements that apply. Crick AM boxes that apply) 
oral intercourse co I ming into mouth, 
F 
oral intercourse not coming into mouth, 2 
'a nal I nterc ourse me to partner, 
anal' in'te rc, ourse part I ner to me, 
ý4 
you do not remember. 
F 
71 
C) Have you used a condom on this (last) occasion? Crick ONE box) 
Nor 
ý1 
YesF 2] 
I do not rememberF 7] 
6) How long (did) this relationship last(s)? Cri ONE box) GO TO I) 
We had sex only, onceEý (on page 20) 
GO TO g) Less than a month 
(on page 20) 
More'ttian a month and less than a year 
More than a year (SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF YEARS: 
D4 
d) (on average) have you Intercourse per month?, 
If you are not sure, give your best estimate. ' 
tI TIMES PER MONTH 
(If less often than once per month, enter 0) 
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(Question 5 continued) 
e) How often, on average, did you use condoms? (Tick ONE box) 
Always 
F 
Most of the time 
F ý2 
About half the timesF- 
ý3 
Only occasionallyF 
ý4 
Never 
Fý 
5 
I do not rememberF 
ý7 
0 Thinking of how often you had sex, would you say 
that you would prefer to have sex... (Tick ONE box) 
more often than him, 
F 
11 
less often than him, 
Fý 2 
about as often as him, 
F- ý3 
you can not say. F 7] 
9) When was the first occasion you had sexual Intercourse? Please try to remember the month. If you can not remember the month enter the year only. 
MONTH. YEAR: 
h) Have you used a condom on that (first) occasion?, -- Mck ONE box) 
No 
F-11 
Yes 2] 
I do not remember[ 7 
Have you ever discussed using condoms?, (Tick ONE box) 
No, neverF-l' 
Yes, before we first had sexF 
ý2 
Yes, after we first had sej 3] 
7] I do not rememberF 
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(Question 5 continued) 
Have you ever wanted to use a condom, but he 
refused and you then did not use it? 
(Tick ONE box) 
Yes 
F ýl 
No, never[ 
ý2 
1 do not remember[ 
-7] 
k) Has he ever forced you Into sexual intercourse when you did not want it? Crick ONE box) 
Yes 
No, never[ 
ý2 
I do not remernberF-ý7 
How long-have you known each other before you first had sex? 
DAYS: t I, MONTHS: iIi YEARS: i II 
(If none, write 0) (if none, write 0) (If none, write 0) 
m) Where, did you first meet? 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
In school, university 
F 
0ý1 
At workF 
ýO2 
Through interest group 013] 
At sport, recreation activity 04] 
At friends 
-ý05 
706 
At a partyF 06 
F- In a pub or cafe or restaurant or bar or club ... 07] 
In a public place (park; bus,,... ) 
F 
0,81 
While travelling for work 09] 0 
While travelling for private reasonsf- 
ý10 
Elsewhere (SPECIFY WHERE: F I, 
n) Was that.... (Inck ONE box) 
munity you lived, In,, F in the same com 
In the same region of Slovenia but different community, 
El 
3] In a different region of Slovenia, 
I 
in another country (SPECIFY THE COUNTRY. 
-)[ 
4] 
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puestion 5 continued) 
0) Are you (or were you ever).... (Tick ONE box) 
living together, 
F ý2 
steady partners (but never lived together), 
F-73 
never were steady partners, 
F- ý4 
or you paid him for sex. 
F 
57 
P) As far as you know, BEFORE your relationship, has he ... (Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
Tick ALL statements that apply. 
ever had sex with another man, 
F 
01 
had sex with 2 to 4 other men, 
F 
02] 
had sex with 5 to 10 other men, 
F 
03] 
had sex with more than 10 other men, 
ýO4 
ever been paid for sex with a man, 05 
had sex with a woman, 06 
had sex with 2-4 women, 07] 
had sex with 5-10 women, 
F 
081 
had sex with more than 10 women, 
F 
091 
ever travelled or, lived abroad for more than 3 months, 
Fý 
10 
ever Injected drugs like heroin, cocaine,..., 
or none of this, as far as you know. 12] 
r) As far as you know, 
DURING your relationship, has he ... (nck ALL boxes that apply) 
Tick ALL statements that apply. 
had sex with another man, 
F 
had other steady male partner, 02 
had sex with several other men, 0)]3 
been paid for sex with a man, 
F- ýO4 
had sex with a woman, 
[--05] 
had been married to or in cohabitation with a woman, 
F 
016 
had a st 
I 
eady female partner, 
r 'o7 
had sex with severa I women, 
[--ýO8 
travelled or lived abroad without you for more than 3 months, 
F 
0191 
injected drugs like heroine or cocaine . ..... F ý10 
or none of this , as far as you know. 
I ý11 
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(Question 5 continued) 
S) DURING this relationship have you ... Tick ALL statements that apply 
(Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
h d i h 
1 
01 ever a sex w another man, t 
h d h t d 
F- "o2 
a y ma anot er stea e partner 
h l d i h h 
F- ýO3 
a sex w t ot er men, severa 
id f 
F704 
ever pa or sex to a man, 
h d i h 
F-705 
a sex w t a woman, 
b h i d i h bi i i 06 
Iý 
een marr t e to or n co a a woman, tat on w 
h d d f l 
F- o7 
a a stea y ema e partner 
h d l i 08 a sex w other women, th severa 
id f i h 
r 
0191 ever pa or sex w t a woman, 
ll d li d i h h f d b h 
F 
170 trave e or roa w t out er or more t ve a an 3 months, 
1 ted ille ld lik h i i nje c ga rugs e ero ne or coca ne, 
or none of this. 
ý12 
Have you ever discussed the risk of infection with the virus that causes 
AIDS (HIV) or other infections that can be transmitted through sex? 
(Tick ONE box) 
No, neverF--'] 
Yes, before we first had sexF 2] 
Yes, after we had, sex for, the first time 
El 
I do'n'6t remember 
ý7 
t) As far as ý6u know, has he ever been tested for virus that causes AIDS (HIV)? 
TICk ONE box) 
No, never 
F-2] 
Yes, before we first had sex 
'Yes', after we had sex for the first time 
F 
7 I do not know 
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puestion 5 continued) 
U) How old was he (at you last sexual intercourse)? 
YEARS: iI 
If you never knew, tick here 97] 
V) What education level has he completed? (Mk ONE box) 
Not attended any schoof--ý00 
1-3 years elementary school 
Iý 
01 
4-7 years elementary schoolF 
ýO2 
Elementary school o, 
13 
Loweryears of secondary school 04] 
1.5-3 years secondary school programmeF ols 4-5 years secondary school programme 
ýO6 
Higher school, lower stage university[ 07] 
High school, university or academyF- ý08 
Specialisation, MSc 
[ 
og 
-7 
PhDF ý10 
I do not knowF 
97] 
Z) What is (was) his nationality? (Tick ONE box) 
SIOVeneF 11 
Not Slovene (SPECIFY NATIONALITY. 
in the PAST 5 YEARS have you had sexual intercourse with anyone 
else (a man or a woman), whether just once, a few times, a steady, 
partner or a previous wife? 
Mck ONE t*x) 
YesE 
The following questions will be about the one before the last per- 
son you had sex with during the past 5 years (apart from the 
partner you have just been answering about). 
GO TO 
QUESTION 6 
(on page 25) 
GO TO 
QUESTION 10 
No F Oý (on page 51) 
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QUESTION 6 
The following questions are about the PERSON (A WOMAN OR A MAN) you also had sex with during the PAST 5 
YEARS ), whether just once, a few times, a steady, partner or a previous wife? The following questions will be 
about the person you had sex with MOST RECENTLY, EXCEPT FOR THE PERSON YOU HAVE JUST BEEN 
ANSWERING ABOUT. :. 
a) Was (is) this partner ...... (Tick ONE box) 
a woman or a man 
bf When was the last occasion you had sexual intercourse? 
If you can not remember the day, enter the month and the year. 
Please, try to remember the month. If this is not possible, enter the year only. 
DAY. iIi MONTH: iIi YEAR: ,III 
C) On this last occasion did you have 
GO TO 
QUESTION 7 
(on page 32) 
(Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
n al intercourse, 
oral, interco. urse by you to her, 
oral intercourse by her to you, 
F73 
a'nal intercourse, 
4 
you do not remember. 
F-7] 
Have you used a condom on this (last) occasion? Crick ONE box) 
No 
F ý, 
2] Yes, to prevent pregnancy 
F 
3 
ý, Yes,, to prevent sexually transmitted diseases 
I 
-Yes, 'for both of these reasonsF--, 
] 
I do not remember 7] 
(Tick 0 NE box) d) Have you'used any othe'r'co'n'trace'pti'v'e, 'method, 
on this (last) occasion? 
Nes 
NoF 2] 
I do'not remember 
F-7] 
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(Question 6 continued) 
e) How long (did) this relationship last(s)? Mck ONE box) 
We had sex only onceE2- 
Less than a month 
[D- 
More than a month and less than a year 3 
More than a year (SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF YEARS: iII)[::: 
ý] 
How often (on average) have you had sexual intercourse per month? 
If you are not sure, give your best estimate. 
GOTO I 
(on page 27) 
GO TO Q 
(on page 26) 
I11 TIMES PER MONTH 
(it less often than once per month, enter 0) 
g) How often, on average, have you used condoms? (rick ONE box) 
Always 
F-11 
Most of the time 
F ý2 
About half the tiMeSF--3] 
Only occasionally 4 
NeverF ý5 
I do not remember 
F 
71 
h) Thinking of how often you had ' 
sex, would you say that 
you would prefer to have sex... (Tick ONE box) 
more oft I en than herF 11 
less often , than herfý2 
about as often as her, 
1-3] 
you can not say. 
i) Have you ever had sex during her menstruation? Mck ONE Wx) 
Never 
F 
Yes and we always used condoms on such occasions 
Eý 
Yes and we sometimes used condoms on such occasions 
Fý3 
Yes and we never used condoms on'such occasions 
Yes, but 11' don't remember whether we'used condoms 
I do not rememberF 
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(Question 6 continued) 
j) When was the first occasion you had sexual intercourse with 
' 
her? 
Please try to remember the month. If you can not remember the month only enter the year 
MONTH: YEAR: 
k) Have you used a condom on that (first) occasion? (Tick ONE box) 
NoF ý' 
Yes, to prevent pregnancy 
F 
2] 
Yes, to prevent sexually transmitted diseases 
[ 
3] 
Yes, for both of these reasonsF-4] 
I do not remember 
F 
71, 
Have you ever discussed using condoms? (Tick ONE box) 
No, never 
I 
Oll 
Yes, before we first had sex, I started it 
[- 
02] 
Yes, before we first had sek, ' she started ltF 03] 
Yes, before we first had sex, I don't remember who startedF 04] 
Yes, after we first had sex, I started IIF 05] 
Yes, after we f! 
I 
rst had sex, she started itF- 
ýO6 
Yes, after we first had sex,, I don't remember who'started 
I 
Oll 
97 I do not rememberF-ý 
m) Have you ever wanted to use a condom, but she refused 
and you then did not use V? ('nck ONE box) 
Yes 
No 
r 
I do not rememberF7] 
n) How long have you known each other before you first had sex? 
DAYS: i Ij MONTHS: t ii YEA, RS: i II 
(it none, write 0) (If none, write 0) (If, none, write 0) 
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(Question 6 continued) 
0) Where, did you first meet? 
Tick ALL statements that apply. 
Elsewhere (SPECIFY WHERE: 
(Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
In school, universityF ý01 
At work 
F ýO2 
Through Interest groupF 03] 
At sport, recreation activity 
F704 
At f riendsFý05 
At a partyF- 
ýO6 
In a pub or cafe or restaurant or bar or club .... 
F ýO7 
In a public place (park, bus,... ) 08 
While travelling for work 0ý9 
While travelling for private reasons 10 
)F ý11 
P) Was that.... Crick ONE box) 
in the same community you lived in, 
in the same region of Slovenia but different community, 
in a different region of Sloveniaf 
ý3 
in another country (SPECIFY THE COUNTRY. )Eý 
r) Are you (or were you ever) 
(TICk ONE box) 
married to each otherF- 
living tog 
. 
ether (but never married), 
F- ý2 
steady partners (but never lived together), 
F- ý3 
were never steady partners, 
F-4] 
----I 
or you paid her for sex. F51 
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(Question 6 continued) 
S) As far as you know, BEFORE your relationship, has she ... Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
everhad sex'with another man, 
F 
011 
F_-0]2 
had sex with 2 to A other men, 
had 'sex with 5 to 10 other men, 
F_ - ý0)3 
had sex with more than 10 other men, 
F_0ý4 
ever been paid for sex with a man, 70ý5 
had sex with a woman, 
F ýO6 
had sex'with several womenf 
ýO7 
ever travelled or, lived abroad for more than 3 months, 
Fý08 
ever Injected drul9s, like"heroin,, cocaine,..., F 019 
-1 
Ior none of this,, as far-as you know. 
F 
101 
As far as you know, DURING your relatiortship, ', 
has, she 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
had 
I 
sex with anot 
I 
herman, Fý01 
was married to another map oIr in cohabitation, 
02] 
had other steady male partneJ 03] 
had sex wi I th'several oI ther men, 
Fý04 
been paidlor sex with a man, 
had sex with a woman, 
F 
06 
ý06 
had sex'with several women, 
F 
07] 
travelled or lived' abr6ad, without you for more than_3 months, 
1 
081 
injected drugs like heroine or cocaine, 
or none of this,, as far as, you know. 10 
ý10 
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(nadaljevanje 6. vpraS-a, nja) 
t) DURING this relationship have you ... Tick ALL statements that apply. 
Mck ALL boxes lhat apply) 
ever had sex with another woman, 
F721 
F- been married to another woman or In cohabitation, 02] 
had other steady female partner, 03 
ever had sex with several other women, 
_o4 
ever paid sex to a woman, 
F- -os 
had sex with a man, 
F 
0161 
had sex with several men, 
F 'o7 
ever paid for sex with a man, 08 
travelled or lived abroad without her for more than 3 months, 
F 
09 
injected illegal drugs like heroine or cocaine, ..., 
1-101 
or none of this. 
F 
U) Have you ever discussed the risk of infection with the virus that causes 
AIDS (HIV) or other infections that can be transmitted through sex? 
(Tlck ONE t*x) 
No, never 
Yes, before we first had sex 2] 
Yes, after we had sex for the first tiMeF 3] 
I do not remember 7] 
V) As far as you know, has she ever been tested for viru's that 
causes AIDS (HIV)? Crick ONE bo . X) t 
No, never 
Yes, before we first had sex 2 
Yes, after we had sex for the first time 
[-3] 
1 do not knowF- 
ý7 
Z) How old is she (was she at your last intercourse)? 
YEARS: t II 
tic If you 
I 
never knew, k, here 
[ -97] 
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(Question 6 continued) 
2) What education level has she completed? (Tick ONE box) 
p.. 
X) What is (was) her nationality? 
Not attended any school 
F-010 
1-3 years elementary school 
Iý 
0, 
00 '4'7 y, I,, 1 ears elementary sch, 2 0] 
Elementary school 
F 
03] 
Lower years of secondary school 
F--ýO4 
1.5-3 years secondary school programme 
1 
051 
4-5 years secondary school programme 
Fý 
06 
Higher school, first stage university 
ýO7 
High school, university or, academy 
Specialisation MSc 
F- ý09 
PhD 
F 
10] 1 do not' know 97 F 
Not Slovene (SPECIFY NATIONALITY. 
(rI& ONE box) 
Slovene F 11 
-) 
F 
ý2 
Y) In the PAST 5 YEARS have you had sexual intercourse 
with anyone else (a woman or a man),, Whether just once, 
a few times, a regular partner or a previous wife? 
The following questions will be about theTHIRD PERSON you had 
(Tick ONE tw) sex with during last 5 years (apart from the two person you have just been answering about). 
GO TO YesEl, 
QUESTION 8 
(on page 38) 
GO TO 
No QUESTION 10 (on page 51) 
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QUESTION 7 
The following questions are about your MALE PARTNER, WITH WHOM YOU HAVE HAD SEX MOST 
RECENTLY, EXCEPT FOR THE PERSON YOU HAVE JUST BEEN ANSWERING ABOUT 
a) When was the last occasion you had sexual intercourse? ý 
If you can not remember the day, enter the month and the year. 
Please, try to remember the month. If this Is not possible, enter the year only. 
DAY: ,I MONTH: L___L__j YEAR: 
b) On this last occasion did you have 
Tick ALL statements that apply. 
(Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
oral intercourse coming into mouth, 
F-- ý' 
oral Intercourse not coming into mouth, 
F1 2 
anal intercourse me to partner, 
F 
ý3 
anal intercourse partner to me, 
4] 
you do not remember. 
ý7 
C) Have you used a condom on this (last) occasion? 
6) How long (did) this relationship last(s)? 
(Tick ONE box) 
Yes 
F 
NoF 
ý2 
I do not rememberF 71 
(Tick ONE box) 
We had sex only once II 
Less than a month 1 
More than a month and less than a year 
GO TO 1) 
(on page 33) 
GO TO g) 
(on page 33) 
More than a year (SPECIFY. L---L---j YEARS) 
d) How often (on average) have you had sexual Intercoursepqr month?, 
If you are not sure, give yo'6r'best e"s'tim"ate. 1 
TIMES PER MONTH 
(if less often than once per month, enter 0) 
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(Question 7 continued) 
e) How often, on average, did you use condoms? 
(Tick ONE box) 
0 
g) 
AlwaysF-011 
Most of the timeF 0)]2 
About half thetimes 
F 
0)]3 
Only occasionally 
F704 
Never 
I -0ý5 
I do not rememberFO]7 
Thinking of how often you had sex, would you say that you 
would prefqr to have sex... Mck ONE box) 
more often than him, 
less often than him, 
F ý2 
about as often as him, 
F-]3 
you can not say. 
F-7]' 
When was the first occasion you had sexual intercourse? 
Please try to remember the month. If you can not remember the month enter the year only. 
MONTH: YEAR: 
h) Have you used a condom on that (first) occasion? 
Have you ever discussed using condoms? 
(Tick ONE box) 
NOF-11 
YesF 2] 
I do' not rem'emberF 7] 
(Tick ONE box) 
11 1 "1', ý1'111 I 
-T 
No', 'neverl 
Yes,, befo I re we first had sexF2] 
Yes, after we first had sex, 
F31 
I do not remember 
[ 
7] 
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(Question 7 continued) 
Have you ever wanted to use a condom, but he 
refused and you then did not use it? 
(Tick ONE t*x) 
Yes 
F 
No[ 
ý2 
-7 
1 do not remember 
F7 
k) Has he ever forced you into sexual intercourse when you did not want It? (rick ONE box) 
Yes 
F 
2 No[ 
I do not rememberF 
7] 
How long have you known each other before you first had sex? 
DAYS: i Ii MONTHS: iIi YEARS: i IV 
(if none, write 0) (if none, write 0) (If none, write o) 
M) Where, did you first meet? 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (rick AM boxes that apply) 
In school, university 
Fý 
01 
At workF 
ýO2 
Through interest group 
F- ýO3 
At sport, recreation activity 
F ýO4 
05 At friendsF 
ýO5 
At a partyF706 
, In a pub or cafe or restaurant or bar or club ... 07 
Ina public place (park, bus,... ) 
While travelling for work 
1 
09 
While travelling for privatereasonsF 101 
Elsewhere (SPECIFY WHERE: F 
n) Was that.... 
(nck ONE box) 
In the same community you lived in, 
F 
in the same region of Sloveni a but different community, 
in a different region of Slovenia, 
F 
3] 
in another country (SPECIFY THE COUNTRY. 7] 
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(Question 7 continued) 
(Tick ONE box) 
0) Are you (or were you ever).... I F7 
living together, 2 
b li d h er), steady partners ( ut never ve toget 
I d n 
f 
4] never were stea y part ers 
id hi f or you pa m or sex. 
P) As far as you know, BEFORE your relationship, has he (rick ALL boxes that apply) 
Tick ALL statements that apply. F 1 
ever had sex with another man, 01 
i h2 4 h h d 
F _o2 
sex w t to ot er men, a 
h d i h5t 10 h 
F- ýO3 
a sex w t ot o er men, 
h d i 
F-ý04 
a sex w th more than 10 other men, 
b id f i fi' 
F 
051 ever een pa or sex w a man, t 
d i h 
ýO6 F06 
ba sex w t a woman, 
h d i h2 
f 
07] a sex w t -4 women 
h d i 08 a sex w th 5-10 women, 
h d ' ith th 1 
ý01 
a sex w more an 0 women, 
I t ll d li d b df h 
1 
101 ever rave e or ve a roa or more t a n3 months, 
v i e t dd lik h i i F I, e er nj c e rugs e ero n, coca ne,..., F12] 
or none of this, as far as you know. 
r) As far as you know, DURING, your relationship, has he 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (11ck ALL boxes that apply) 
had sex with another man, 
F 
011 
--Oý2 
, had other st'eadymýl'e partnerf 
h -ýex with .1 several other men, 
'r 
03] ad 
F-0]4 
been paid for. s. ex with a man, 
had sex with a woman, 
F 
had been married to or in cohabitation with a woman, 
F 
06] 
had a steady female partner, 07] 
had sex with several wOmen, 
F081 
F-)9 
travelled or lived abroad without you for more than 3 months, 091 
Injected drugs like heroine or cocaine . ..... 
F 
10 
or none of this, as far as you knowl 111 
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(Question 7 continued) 
S) DURING this relationship have you 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
ever had sex with another man, 
F ý01 
had another steady male partner, 
F702 
had sex with several other men, 
F703 
ever paid for sex to a man, 
7ý04 
had sex with a woman, 
70ý5 
been married to or in cohabitation with a woman, 
F o6 
had a steady female partner, 
F 'o? 
had sex with several other women, 
1 
08 
ever paid for sex with a woman, 
F 
09 
travelled or lived abroad without him for more than 3 months, Fý 10 
injected illegal drugs like heroine or cocaine, F ý11 
or none of this. 
F ý12 
Have you ever discussed the risk of infection with the virus 
that causes AIDS (HIV) or other infections that can be Mck ONE box) 
transmitted through sex? 
No, never 
F 
11 
Yes, before we first had sex 
[ 
2] 
Yes, after we had sex for the first time 
[--3] 
I do not rememberF 7] 
t) As far as you know, has he ever been tested for 
virus that causes AIDS (HIV)? (rick ONE box) 
No, never 
2 
'Yes, before we first had sex 
F 
Yes, after we had sex for'the first time 
1 
31 
I do not knowF 7] 
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(Question 7 continued) 
U) How old was he (at you last sexual Intercourse)? 
YEARS: 
If you never knew, tick here 
F 
9171 
V) What education level has he completed? (Tick ONE box) 
Not attended any school 
"00 
1-3 years elementary schoolFý01 
4-7 years elementary schoolF 072 
Elementary school 
F- ýO3 
Lower years of secondary school 
F-ý04 
1.5-3 years secondary school programme 
F 
05 
4-5 years secondary school programme 
ýO6 
Higher school, lower stage university 
07 
High school, university Or academy 
08 
Specialisation, MScF -0 ý9 
PhD 
F ý10 
I do not know 
[ 
97] 
Z) What is (was) his nationality? 
2) 
Not Slovene (SPECIFY NATIONALITY. 
In the PA6f, 5 YEARS haveyou had sexualIntercourse -with an y9ne 
else (a manor a woman), Whether just once, " a few times', " 
a steady partner or a previous wife? - 
(Tick ONE box) 
SloveneF--, 
] 
_)Fý 
2 
Crick ONE box) 
The following questions will be about theTHIRD PERSON you had 
- sex with during the past 5 years (apart from your steady partner 
Yesr- 11 you have just been answering about). GOTO 
QUESTION 8 
(on page 38) 
GO TO 
2 No, -, 
Ejý 
QUESTION 10 
(on page 51) 
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QUESTION 8 
The following questions are about the THIRD PERSON (A WOMAN OR A MAN) you also had sex with during the 
PAST 5 YEARS ), whether just once, a few times, a steady partner or a previous wife? The following questions will 
be about the person you had sex with MOST RECENTLY, EXCEPT FOR THETWO PERSONS YOU HAVE 
jUST BEEN ANSWERING ABOUT. 
a) Was (is) this partner ...... 
a woman or a man[ 
b)f When was the last occasion you had sexual Intercourse? 
Please, try to remember the month. If this is not possible, enter the year only. 
MONTH: L---. L--j YEAR: ,II -L I 
C) On this last occasion did you have 
GO TO 
QUESTION 9 
(on page 45) 
(Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
vaginal Intercourse, 
oral intercourse by you to her, 2] 
oral Intercourse by her to you, 
F ý3 
anal intercourse, 
-4] 
7 you do not remember. 
Fý 
7 
Have you used a condom on this (last) occasion? (Ikk ONE box) 
No 
Yes, to prevent pregnancy 
-ý2 
Yes, to prevent sexually transmitted diseasesF- 
ý3 
Yes, for both of these reasonsF-ý4 
1 do not remember 
F 
d) Have you used any other contraceptive method on this (last) occasion? (Tick ONE box) 
Yes 
NoF 
I do not remember 
1 
71 
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(Question 8 continued) 
e) How long (did) this relationship last(s)? (Tick ONE box) 
We had sex only once 
GOTO I 
(on page 40) 
Less than a month 2 GO TO i) 
F-I (on page 39) 
More than a month and less than a year 
More than a year (SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF YEARS: L-. L--. j) 
How often (on average) have you had sexual intercourse per month? 
If you are not sure, give your best estimate. 
1 
-1 
1 TIMES PER MONTH 
(If less often than once per month, enter 0) 
g) How often, on average, have you used condoms? (Tick ONE box) 
Always 
F-I] 
Most of the timeF 
ý2 
About half the timesF- 
ý3 
Only occasionally 4] 
Never 
F-51 
I do not remember 
F 
7] 
h) Thinking of how often you had sex, would you say that you 
would prefer to have sex... (Tick ONE box) 
more often than herF-11 
less often than her, 
F ý2 
about as often as herF- 
ý3 
--]7 
you can not say. 
1) Have you ever had sex during her menstruation? (Tick ONE box), 
Never 
Yes and we always used condoms on'such occasions[ 
Yes and we sometimes used condoms on su chocc aslo ns 
Yes and we never used condoms on'such occasions 
Yes, but I don't remember whether we used condoms 
F 
51 
I do not rememberF 
ý7 
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(Question 8 continued) 
When was the first occasion you had sexual intercourse with her? 
Please try to remember the month. If you can not remember the month only enter the year. 
11, MONTH: iIi YEAR: iI 
k) Have you used a condom on that (first) occasion? Crick ONE box) 
No 
17 
I 
Yes, to prevent pregnancyF 
ý2 
Yes, to prevent sexually transmitted diseases 
ý3 
Yes, for both of these reasonsF 41 
1 do not rememberFý7 
Have you ever discussed using condoms? Mck ONE box) 
No, neverF ý01 
Yes, before we first had sex, I started itF 
ýO2 
Yes, before we first had sex, she started it 
[--0]3 
Yes, before we first had sex, I don't remember who started 
Fý04 
Yes, after we first had sex, I started ItF ý05 
Yes, after we first had sex, she started it 
FO)]6 
Yes, after we first had sex, I don't remember who started[ 
-07] 
I do not remember 
F 
971 
M) Have you ever wanted to use a condom, but she refused 
and you then did not use It? (rick ONE býx) 
Yes 
No[ 2 
I do not remember 
77 
n) How long have you known, each other before you first had sex? 
DAYS: 1 Ij MONTHS: ti YEARS: t II 
of none, whe 0) (it none. wrfte 0) (if none'. wdte 0) 
40 
(Question 8 continued) 
0) Where, did you first meet? 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick AM boxes that apply) 
In school, university 
F 
01 
At workF 
_o2 
Through interest group 
1703 
At sport, recreation activityF 
_o4 
At friends 
70ý5 
At a partyF- 
ýO6 
In a pub or cafe or restaurant or bar or club .... F707 
In a public place (park, bus,... ) 
F ý08 
While travelling for work 
F 
091 
While travelling for private reasons 
Fý 
10 
Elsewhere (SPECIFY WHERE: 
P) Was that.... (Tick ONE box) 
in the same community you lived in, 
F 
11 
in the same region of Slovenia but different community, 
EJ 
3 in a different region of Slovenia, 
[ý 
in another country (SPECIFY THE COUNTRY. 
F4 
(nek ONE box) 
r) Are you (or were you ever).... 
married to each other, 
living together (but never married), 
F72 
steady partners, (but., never lived together), 
were ne : ver, st eady pýrtn 
ý4 
or you paid her for sex. 
F ý55 
41 
(Question 8 continued) 
S) As far as you know, BEFORE your relationship, has she ... Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick AM boxes that apply) 
ever had sex with another man, 
F701 
had sex with 2 to 4 other men, 
F 
072 
had sex with 5 to 10 other men, 
F- 
073 -7 
had sex with more than 10 other men, 
F 
04 
ever been paid for sex with a man, 
F 
05 
-7 
had sex with a woman, 
F ýO6 
had sex with several women, 
F 
071 
ever travelled or lived abroad for more than 3 months, 
F- ýO8 
ever injected drugs like heroin, cocaine,..., 70ý9 
or none of this, as far as you know. 
Fý10 
As far as you know, DURING your relationship, has she ... 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick AM boxes that apply) 
had sex with another man, 01 
was married to another man or in cohabitation, 
r 
02] 
had other steady male partner, 
703 
had sex with several other men, 
F ýO4 
been paid for sex with a man, 
F 
05 
had sex with a woman, 
F ýO6, 
had sex with several women, F 
travelled or lived abroad without you for more than 3' months, 
1 
0)18 
injected drugs like heroine or cocaine . ..... F ýoq 
or none of this, as far as you know. 
F 
11o 
42 
(Question 8 continued) 
DURING this relationship have you 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
' h d h i h 
[- ý01 
ever a anot er woman, sex w t 
i d 
F 
012] noth er woman or in cohabitation, been marrie to 
h d th t d f l )3 
10 
a o er s ea y ema e partner, 
h d i h l h 
Fý04 
ever a sex w t severa ot er women, 
id t 
F 
05] ever pa sex oa woman, 
h d i ham 
F 
0)]6 a sex w t an, 
h d ith l 
[ 
07 men, a sex w severa 
id f i h 
F 
078 ever pa or sex w t a man, 
t ll d li d b d ith th f h h 
F'o9 
rave e or ve a roa w ou er or more t an 3 mont s, 
- Fý10 injecte d illegal drugs, like heroin6 or cocaine, 
f hi 'I' or none o t s. 
U) Have you ever discussed the risk of Infection with the 
virus that causes AIDS (HIV) or other infections that, 
can be transmitted through sex? (Tick ONE box) 
N 
F 
o, never 
Y b f d 2] es e ore we first ha sex 
Y ft h d f h fi i 
El 
es, a er we a sex or t e rst t me 
b 1d 
[--7 
o not remem er 
V) As far as you know, has she ever been tested for virus that 
causes AIDS (HIV)? (rick ONE box) 
1 
Npý, never 1 
Yes, before'We first, had Sex 2] 
] 
Yesý, ýaftet, we had sex for the first time 3 
k Id 7] now o not 
Z) How old is she (was she at your last'inte I r66u'rseý? " 
YEARS: 1 
F 
97] If you never knew, tick here 
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(Question 8 continued) 
What education level has she completed? (rick ONE box) 
d l 
Fý 
00 d h t tt N any sc oo en e o a 
t l l h 3 1 
F -0,11 emen ary sc oo years e - 
t 7 l 4 l h 
1 
072 ary sc years e - emen oo 
l h t El 
F 
013] oo ary sc emen 
f l L h d 
Fý 
04 secon ower years o oo ary sc 
d l h 3 1 5 
Fý 
05 years secon ary sc oo programme . - 
d l h 4 5 
12 
61 ary sc years secon oo programme - 
l h h fi t Hi t i i 07 
Fý 
, g er sc oo rs age un s vers ty 
h sch l Hi i d it 
. F- ý08 
, un g oo vers y or aca emy 
Specialisation, MSc 
[ 
o, 
]g 
PhD 
F 
10] 
I do not know 
F9 
7] 
What is (was) her nationality? 
Not Slovene (SPECIFY NATIONALITY. 
PLEASE 
Slovene GO TO 
QUESTION 10 
2 (on page 51) 
44 
QUESTION 9 
The following questions are about your MALE PARTNER, WITH WHOM YOU HAVE HAD SEX MOST 
RECENTLY, EXCEPT FOR THE TWO PERSON YOU HAVE JUST BEEN ANSWERING ABOUT. 
a) When was the last occasion you had sexual Intercourse? 
Please, try to remember the month. If this Is not possible, enter the year only. 
MONTH: iIi YEAR: ,IIII 
b) On this last occasion did you have 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
oral intercours; e coming Into mouth, 
F 
11 
oral Intercourse not coming into mouth, 
F2] 
anal intercourse me to partner, 
F3] 
anal intercourse partner to me, 
F 
4 
you do not remember. 
[7] 
C) Have you used a condom on this (last) occasion? (Tick ONE box) 
-1 
Yes 
NoF 
ý2 
1 do not rememberF-]7 
6) How long (did) this relationship last(s)? 
More than a 
(nck ONE X) 
GO TO 1) 
We had sex only onceF-1 (on page 46) 
Less than a month 2 GO TO g) 
F- (on page 46) 
More than a month and less than a year 
SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF YEARS: i 
How often (on average), haýo. you had s6xual intercourse per, rpqnth? _,., If you are not sure, give' r besfeýtirnate. - 
TIMES PER MONTH 
(if les often than once per month, enter 0) 
Y', 
45 -' 
(Question 9 continued) 
e) How often, on average, did you use condoms? (nck ONE box) 
Always 
Most of the timeF 21 
3 About half the timesF--ý 
Only occasionally 
741 
Never 
1 
51 
I do not remember 
r 
7] 
f) Thinking of how often you had sex,, would you say that 
you would prefer to have sex... (Tick ONE box) 
more' often than him, 
less often than him, 
[--2] 
about as often as him, 
r 
3] 
you can not say. 
F77 
g) When was the first occasion you 
had sexual intercourse? 
Please try to remember the month. If you can not remember the month enter the year only. 
MONTH: i Ii YEAR: 
h) Have you used a condom on that (first) occasion? 
Crick ONE box) 
NoF71 
YesF- 
ý2 
I do not remember 
[ ý7 
Have you ever discussed using condoms? . (rickONEb0X) 
No, never 
Yes, before we first had sexF 2 
Yes,, after we first had sex, 
F 
31 
7] I do not rememberF 
46 
(Question 9 continued) 
Have you ever wanted to use a condom, but he refused Crick ONE box) 
and you then did not use it? 7 
Yes 
FI 
NoF 2] 
1 do not rememberFý7 
k) Has he ever forced you into sexual intercourse when you did not want it? Crick ONE box) 
Yes 
NoF 27 
1 do not rememberF-7] 
How long have you known each other before you first had sex? 
DAYS: i Ii MONTHS: L--j--j YEARS: L--. L--j 
(if none, write 0) (If none, write 0) (if none, write 0) 
m) Where, did you first meet? 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick AM boxes that apply) 
In school, university 
Fý 
01 
At work 
[ 
02 
Through interest group 
F0]3 
At sport, recreation activity 
1 -ý04 
At friends 
FO)]5 
At a party 
1706 
In a pub or cafe or restaurant or bar or club ... F 07] 
In a public place (park, bus .... 
F 
081 
While'travelling for'work 09] 
While travelling for private reasonsF 101 
Elsewhere (SPECIFY WHERE: 
n) Was that.... Mck ONE box) 
in the same community you lived in, 
F 
11 
In the same region of Slovenia but different communityý 
F 
2] 
In a different reg 
I ! on of, Slovenia, 
F31 
in another country (SPECIFYTHE COUNTRY. )F 
ý4 
47 
(Question 9 continued) 
(Tick ONE box) 
0) Are you (or were you ever).... living together, 
[-2 
steady partners (but never lived together), 
never were steady partners, 
F74 
or you paid him for sex. 
F- ý5 
P) As far as you know, BEFORE your relationship, has he ... 
(Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
Tick ALL statements that apply. 
ever had sex with another man, 
F ý01 
had 
I 
sex with 2 to 4 other men, 
F 
02] 
had sex with 5 to 10 other men, 
F703 
had sex with more than 10 other men, 
F 
014] 
ever been paid for sex with a man, 0s os had sex with a woman, F- ýO6 
had sex with 2-4 women, 
F0 
7] 
had sex with 5-10 women, 
Iý 
08 
had sex with more than 10 women, 
1 
091 
ever travelled or lived abroad for more than 3 months, 
I ý10 
ever injected drugs like heroin, cocaine,..., 
or none of this, as far as you knowl 
ý12 
r) As far as you know, DURING your relationship, 
has he ... 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick ML boxes that apply) 
had sex with another man, 
F- 'o' 
had other steady male partner, 
F 'o2 
had sex with several other men, 
[ 
03] 
been paid for sex with a manf-ý04 
had sex with a woman, 
F-0]5 
had been'married to or in cohabitation with a w'o 
man, 
06] 
had a steady female partrej- 07] 
ýO8 
had sex with several women, 
F28 
travelled or lived abroad without you for more than 3 months, 
Fý09 
injected drugs like heroine or cocaine . ..... F ý10 
or none of this, as far as you know. 
I 
'I' 
48 
(Question 9 continued) 
DURING this relationship have you 
Tick ALL statements that apply. (Tick ALL boxes that apply) 
ever had sex with another man, 
F-0111 
had another steady male partnerF 02] 
had sex with several other men, 
[ -013] 
ever paid for sex to a man, 
F -0 
4] 
had sex with a woman, 
F 
051 
been married to or in cohabitation with a woman, 
[ 
06] 
had a steady female partner, 
Fý07 
had sex with several other women, 
Fý 
08 
ever paid for sex with a woman, 
F 'o9 
travelled or lived abroad without her for more'than 3 months, 10 
Injected illegal drugs like heroine or cocaine, 
oIr none of this. 
F- ý12 
Have you ever discussed the risk of infection with the virus that 
causes AIDS (HIV) or other Infections that can be (Tick ONE box) 
transmitted through sex? 
No, neverF 
2 Yes, before we first had sex 
[ý 
Yes, after we had sex for, the first timeF-ý3 
I do not rememberF- 
ý7 
As far as you know, has he ever been tested for 
virus that 6auses AIDS (HIV)?, (Tick ONE box) 
No, never 
Yes; before'we first hadSeX F 21 
Yes, after we had se'x'for'the first time 
F 
3] 
7 I-do not know 
F 
49 
(Question 9 continued) 
U) How old was he (at you last sexual intercourse)? 
YEARS: 111 
If you never knew, tick hereF 9 7] 
V) What education level has he completed? Crick ONE box) 
Not attended any school 
1-3 years elementary school 
F 
0,1 
4-7 years elementary schoolF 02 
Elementary school 
F-073 
Lower years of secondary school 
F704 
1.5-3 years secondary school programme 
4-5 years secondary school programmeF-706 
Higher school, lower stage universityF 
ýO7 
High school, university or academy 
Iý 
08 
Specialisation, MSc 
[ 
og 
PhD 
F 
1ýo 
I do not know 9 7] 
Z) What is (was) his nationality? (Tick ONE box) 
Slovene 
Not Slovene (SPECIFY NATIONALITY. 
50 
QUESTION 10 
a) How many times, if ever, have you had sexual intercourse with a woman who was not GO TO Slovenian? If you can not remember the exact number, please give your best estimate. QUESTION 11 
I TICK THIS BOX IF NEVER 
(onpage52) 
OR GIVE THE NUMBER (or estimate): 
When was the last time you had sex with a woman who was not Slovenian? Mck ONE box) 
Last monthF7'1 
2 Between last month and 1 year agoF 
Between 1 year and 5 years ago 31 
Longe Ir than 5 years agoF 
ý4 
C) Have you used a condom (on this last occasion)? (Tick ONE box) 
No 
1711 
Yes 
F ý2 
1 do not remember 
[ -ý7 
6) This last occasion, was it 
or in another country (SPECIFY THE COUNTRY. 
Are you (or were you ever) 
(llck ONE box) 
in Sloven! aF-ll 
-)r 
2] 
Crick ONE box) 
married to each other, 
Ell 
,, living together (but never married), 21 
steady partners (but never lived together), 3] 
were never steady partnersf- ý4 
or you paid her for sex. 
F 
Altogether in your life with how many'4ifferep; women who were not 
Slovenian have you had sex? 
If you can not remember the exact nIuI mb6r", "pIease. ' st gIvq, yqwbe. pstImate. 
NUMBER (or estimate): 
51 
QUESTION 11 
a) How many times, if ever, have you had sexual Intercourse with a man who was not GO TO Slovenian? If you can not remember the exact number, please give your best estimate. QUESTION 12 
TICK THIS BOX IF NEVER 
[ý (on page 53) 
OR GIVE THE NUMBER (or estimate): 
When was the last time you had sex with a man who was not Slovenian? (rick ONE box) 
Last monthF- ý' 
Between last month and 1 year agoF 
ý2 
Between 1 year and 5 years agoF-ý3 
Longer than 5 years agoF-- 
ý4 
C) Have you used a condom (on this last occasion)? ('nck ONE box) 
No 
Yes 
ý2 
I do not remember 
F7 
This last occasion, was it ...... Mck ONE box) 
in Slovenia F 
or in another country (SPECIFYTHE COUNTRY: 
)F72 
d) Altogether in your life with how many different men who were not 
Slovenian have you had sex? 
If you can not remember the exact number, - please give your best estimate. 
NUMBER (or estimate):, 
52 
QUESTION 12 
a) How many times, if ever, have you paid money for sex with a woman? 
If you can not remember the exact number, please give your best estimate. GO TO - 
QUESTION 13 
TICK THIS BOX IF NEVER (onpage54) 
OR GIVE THE NUMBER (or estimate): 
b) When was the last time you paid money for sex with a woman? Mck ONE box) 
Last monthF-11 
Between last month and 1 year agoF2] 
Between 1 vear and 5 vears aao 
F1 
3 
ýfý? 
C) Have yol?, used a condom on this last occasion? 
Altogether in your life, to about how many women 
have you paid money for sex? 
Longer'than 5 years agoF-4] 
(rick ONE box) 
No 
Yes 
F ý2 
1 do not rememberF--7] 
NUMBER (or estimate): IIII 
d) 
, 
Altogether in your life, to about how many women that were not, Slovenian, 
if any, have you paid money for sex while travelling or living abroad? 
If you can not remember the exact number, please give your best estimate. 
NUMBER (or your best estimate): 
(if none, write 0) 
53 
QUESTION 13 
a) How many times, if ever, have you paid money for sex with a man? GO TO If you can not remember the exact number, please give your best estimate. QUESTION 14 
TICK THIS BOX IF NEVER (on page 54) 
OR GIVE THE NUMBER (or estimate):, 
b) When was the last time you paid money for sex with a man? Mck ONE box) 
Last month 
FI 7 
Between last month and 1 year agoF 
ý2 
Between 1 year and 5 years ago 3] 
Longer than 5 years ago 
F4 7 
C) Have you used a condom on this last occasion? '(Tick ONE box) 
NoF 11 
YesFý 
-2 
7 1 do not remember[ 
-] 
6) Altogether in your life, to about how many men have you paid money for sex? 
If you can not remember the exact number, please give your best estimate. 
NUMBER (or estimate):, III 
d) Altogether in your life, to about how many, men that were not Slovenian, if any, have 
you paid money for sex while travelling or living abroad? 
If you can not remember the exact number, please give your best estimate. 
NUMBER (or your best estimate):, III 
(if none, write 0) 
QUESTION 14 
a) Have you ever had a time, lasting 12 months or longer, when you and your partner were 
trying for a pregnancy but it didn't happen? 
(Tick ONE box) 
YesD NOD- f b) Have you (or your partner) ever sought medical or professional 
help about infertility? 
(Tick ONE box) 
Yes 
F-'] 
NoF 
ý2 
FINISH, PUT THE BOOKLET IN THE PROVIDED ENVELOPE 
AND ASK THE INTERVIEWER FOR THE LAST BOOKLET. 
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JSVS 03 W74 
Institute of Public Health of the Republic of Slovenia 
Trubarjeva 2,1000 Ljubljana 
ANONYMOUS 
NATIONA4 SURVEY' 
SI EXUAL, LIF4STYLES', AT-TITUDES, 'AND'HEALTH 
199912000 
LAST BOOKLET 
Person's number 
MALE 
QUESTION I 
a) Some men experience a discharge from the penis that can be accompanied 
by pain during urination. When, if ever, was the last time you noticed any such symptoms? 
Crick ONE box) 
Has never happened 
[ý 
o 
I had such symptoms: 
I just have such symptoms 
Last monthF-ý2 
Last year but longer ago than 1 monthF-73 
Between 1 year and 5 years ago 
741 
Longer than 5 years agoF 
ý5 
b) Some men experience soar and painful vesicles and later sores on the 
penis and around anus (back passage). 
When, if ever, was the last time you noticed any such symptoms? (TICk ONE box) 
Has never happened 
F 
ol 
I just have such symptoms 
F-i] 
I had such symptoms: 
L 2] ast month 
L t b tl h 
F3 
as year u onger ago t an 1 month - 
B t 1 d5 
Fý4 
e ween year an years ago 
F 
Longer than 5 years ago 
C) Some men experience a painless ulcer on the penis or around anus (back passage). 
When, if ever, was the last time you noticed any such symptoms? (Tick ONE box) 
Has never'happened 01 
zI just have such symptoms 
I had such symptoms: 
Las t month 
Last year but longer ago than 1 month 
Between 1 year, and 5 years ago 4] 
Longer than 5 yea 
I 
rs agoF 
ý5 
d) Have you ever had a sexually transmitted infection that was not treated by a doctor? (Tick ONE box) 
No, I have never had a sexually transmitted Infection 
F 
01 
Yes, I had a sexually transmitted infection and was always treated by a doctor 
[7 
Yes, I had a sexually transmitted Infection and I just took antibiotics myself 
Other (SPECIFY. ) 
QUESTION 2 
The following questions are about Infections that can be transmitted through sex. 
Have you ever been told How many times was How many times was that in 
by a doctor to'have any . 
that in the whole life? 
of the following last 12 months? 
diseases? 
TICK THE ENTER ENTER 
APPROPRIATE BOX THE NUMBER THE NUMBER 
a) Gonorrhoea 
NO YESD ___0_ 
(claD) 
b)l Syphilis NO[ YES 
c) Genital herpes NOE YES[ýý 
6) 
'Chlamydia 
NO YES 
I ER III III 
d) Genital warts 
(veneral warts, 
YESD 
HPV - Human Papiloma Virus) 
e) 
I 
Hepatitis B NO YES 
' 
Non-specific urethritis 
(inflammation oý, 6rethra with discharge) NO YES 
g)16her (SPECIFY. 
NO YES 
h) 
'Sexually 
transmitted Infection 
" NO[: 
] 
YES , (but unknown which)' , 
2 
Who treated you (last time, if several 
episodes)? 
ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER: 
1- gynaecologist 
2- dermatovenerologist 
3- general practitioner 
4- urologist 
5- infectologist 
6- self treated 
7- other (SPECIFY: 
ý 
Have you told your sexual partners 
about this infection (last time, if 
several episodes)? 
ENTER APPROPRIATE NUMBER: 
1- No, to none 
2- Yes, but not to all 
3- Yes, to all 
4- Yes, to the only female partner 
5- Yes, to the only male partner 
7- 1 do not remember 
Have you been counselled about 
safer sex and condom use when you 
were treated (last time, if several 
episodes)? 
L= 
7 
F-1 - -- 71 ----- *--YES 
-1 
NO 
7 FF 
F7 17 o. -YES F-1 NO Fý 
17 '-0--YES NO 
im-YES NO 
0 im-YES NO F 
F-1 F-1 it-YES F-1 NO 7ý 
F II:,,, =ý , ,, im. YES NO El, F-1 
0 `YES NO 171 Fý 
ES NO 
3 
QUESTION 3 
a) 
b) 
Have you ever avoided having sex to prevent the 
possibility of getting an Infection or disease that can be 
transmitted through having sex? 
PLýý 
(Tick ONE box) 
NO 
F2] 
Have you done this any time in the past 12 months? 
QUESTION 4 
(Tick ONE box) 
YES 
FI 7 
NO 
1721 
GO TO 
QUESTION 4 
(on page 4) 
a) There has been a lot of publicity about AIDS. Have you changed your 
own sexual Jifestyle in any way during last 5 years because of concern Mck ONE box) 
not to be infected with the virus that causes AIDS? 
No GO TO 
QUESTION 5 
Yes, I have changed my lifestyle, but not because of AIDS 2 (on page 5) 
I have changed my lifestyle because of AIDS I 
Irt 
which of these ways you have changed ...... 
(rick ALL boxes that apply) 
Tick ALL statements that apply., 
I had fe 
I 
wer female partners 
Fý01 
I had fewer male partners 
02 
F- 
ýO3 
I chose a female partner carefully 
I chose a male partner carefully 
I discussed the risk of infection with a female partner[ 
05] 
706 
1 discussed the risk of infection with a male partnerF 
06 
F707 I used condom 
I avoided some sexual practices 
F 
081 
avoided"s6xual intercourse 
I Was faithful to one I fe . male partnerF 10] 
I was faithful to one male partner 
F 
2 OtherF 1] 
3 
4 
QUESTION 5 
As far as you know, have you ever met anyone who was confirmed as 
having the virus that causes AIDS (the HIV virus)? (Tick ONE boX) 
Yes 
1 
11 
NoF 2] 
QUESTION 6 
a) a) Have you ever donated blood? 
(Tick ONE box) GOTO 
Ye s NoF- 
ý2 QUESTION 7 
(on page 5) 
b) b) When was this last time? Mck ONE box) 
Las' t year 
FI 
Between 1 and 2 years agoF- 27 
3 Between 2 and 5 years agoF-ý 
LI onger than 5 years ago and after 1986F-74 
Before 1986 
()UESTION 7 
a) Have you ever been tested for virus that causes AIDS (HIV)? (rick ONE x 
No 2 GO TO 
4 
QUESTION 8 
Maybe not sureF 7 (on page 6) 
Yes 
b) Has this been in connection with ..... Tick ALL statements that apply. (11ck ALL boxes that avy) 
blood dona'tion, 
F 
11 
2] insurance, 
F 
travel or work abroadf 
, ypur, concern that you may be infected, 
1 
41 
or other reasons (SPECIFY* 
F 
5] 
C) When was that test (last one, if several)? 
Last yearF 
B etween 1 and 2 years ago 
F ý2 
Longer than 2 years ago 
(Tick ONE box) 
5 
QUESTION 8 
a) As far as you know, have you ever had sex with someone 
who had been injecting drugs such as heroin or cocaine? 
(Tick ONE box) 
NoF 
b) When was the last time? (Tick ONE box) 
Last month 
F 
Between 1 month and I year ago 
F 
27 
Between 1 year and 5 years ago 
Eý 
Longer inan b years ago i 
C) Have you, used a condom on this (last) occasion? (Tick ONE box) 
No 
F11 
Yes 
F ý2 
1 do not remember 
1 
71 
Altogether'In your life with how many women that had been injecting drugs 
like heroin or cocaine have you had sex? 
NUMBER (or estimate): 
n6ne, enter 0) 
d) Altogether In your life with how many men that had been injecting 
drugs like heroin or cocaine have you had sex? 
NUMBER (or estimate): 1-I' -- I'I 
(if none, enter 0) 
G 
QUE N9 
(on p ge 7) 
1 
6 
QUESTION 9 
a) Have you ever injected drugs like heroin or cocaine? 
(Tick ONE box) 
Yes No 
When was this last time? (Tick ONE box) 
In the last 7 daysF-71 
Between 7 days and 4 weeks agoF 
ý2 
Between 4 weeks and 1 year agoF- 
ý3 
Between I year and 5 years ago 4 
Longer than 5 years ago 
Fý 
5 
GO TO 
QUESTION 10 
I 
(on page 7) 
C) Have you ever shared injecting equipment with someone (nck ONE box) 
else while injecting drugs? 
Yes 
F 
No 
[-72 
QUESTION 10 
Have you ever In your lifetime been paid for sexual intercourse? (TIck ONE box) 
YeSF-11 
NoF 
ý2 
THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR ANSWERS. 
your cooperation Is very valuable and we hope you could answer these questions without problems. If you want 
to add anything, a comment about the survey or about a specific question, please write it below. 
7 
Appendix 6 
Introductory letter 
for urine specimen collection 
Ivz- 
INSTITUT ZA VAROVANJE ZDRAVJA REPUBLIKE SLOVENIJE 
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC HEALTH OF THE REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA 
Distinguished Madam I Sir, 
IAWTA77ON TO PARHCIPAT5 IN THE EXTENDED SURVEY 
"SE, YUAL LIFES7UES, A 7THMES, AND HEALTH" 
WTIH CON7RIB U77NG AN UWNE SPECIMEN 
We would like to inviteyou cordially to agree toparlicýpate in the wended survey u4th contributing 
a small urine specimen. We want to test itfor Cb1amydia tracbomatis infection that can be 
transmitted througb sexual intercourse. Sucb infection, that may often bepresent witbout any 
symptoms, is very easy to cure. ff it is not cured, it may, bowever, result in complications, in a 
female even in infenility. 7be infection can be transmitted to sexualpa? lners. 
Yourparticipation will only require afew minutes ofyour time. We kindly askyou to catch the 
first void urine specimen, approximately 20 ml, into the small container that will be given to you 
by the interviewer. 
In a case of a positive result, you will be notified no later than 4 weeksfrom today by Irena Klavs 
from the Institute of Public Health of the Republic of Slovenia and referred to treatment. Ybe result 
of the test will be strictly confldential and can not be disclosed to anyone without your consent. 
For any additional information please refer to Irena Klavs at the institute of Public Healtb of the 
Republic of Slovenia, tel.: (061) 1323 245, e-xt.: 198. 
Tbis is a very imponant part of the survey. We want to assess thepropollion of Slovenian people .1 1ý infected witb Chlamydia tracbomatis, so that we will be able to plan effective prevention and 
control programme for this disease. This is why your co-operation is so extremely valuable. 
We sincerely bope tbatyou will consent toparticipate. 
Sincerelyyouts, 
NRO 
REPUBLIKE 
SLOVENUE 
4 
Irena Klavs, MD, MSc 
Principle investigator 
Appendix 7 
Informed consent form 
for urine specimen collection 
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Appendix 8 
Laboratory form for urine specimen 
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Appendix 9 
Record form 
for visits to selected addresses 
ýSVS 
- 04] 
Institute of Public Health of the Republic of Slovenia 
Trubarjeva 2,1000 Ljubljana, tel.: (061) 132 32 45; fax: (061) 323 940 
CONFIDENTIAL 
NATIONAL SURVEY SEXUAL LIFESTYLE, ATTITUDES, AND HEALTH, 1999/2000 
VISITS RECORD 
1. Interviewer (name and surname): 
2. Selected individual: 
Name and surname (capital letters): 
Permanent address: 
Interviewer's code: 
Street: Number: Postal code: City/town/village: 
Community size: 12 3456 (ring) 
Health region: 0 Celie E-1 Nova Gorica D Koper EJ Kranj 
[] Ljubljana [D Maribor [] Murska Sobota [D Novo mesto El Ravne 
Temporary (new permanent) address: 
Street: Number:. Postal code: - 
City/town/village: 
Community size: 123456 (ring) 
Health region: 0 Cel' D Nova Gorica D Koper D Kranj [I Ljurijana [I Maribor 0 Murska Sobota 171 Novo mesto n Ravne 
Gender: male - 
female 
Age (in years): - 
Month and year of birth: 
3. Visits records: 
No Time of visit: Day in the week: Date: Results: 
hourand 1-Monday day/month interview completed, 
minutes 2-Tuesday appointment made with the respondent, 
3-Wednesday intormation when respondent at home 
I 4-Thursday notification about the interviewer's visit ieft, 
1 S-Friday comments,.... 
6-Saturday 
7-Sunday 
2. 
3. 
5. 
4. Respondent's telephone number (if given at question 17. Q in the questionnaire 5V5 Ul): 
telephone number: telephone: athome 1 
at work Z 
at neighbours 3 
other: 4 
5. Address status - selected individual: 
permanent address accurate 
lives at the address 01 4 lives elsewhere 02 4 
lives abroad 03 4 
permanent address inaccurate, as 
individual moved 04 4 
died 
unknown at the address 
other (specify): 
6. Visit/s outcome/s: 
05 
06 
, 
07 
6. 
Enter temporary address (question 2 on page 1) 
and send the notification about the temporary address 
(form SVS 05) to SORS 
End 
Enter new permanent address (question 2 on page 1) 
and send the notification about the new permanent address 
(form SVS 05) to SORS 
End 
Interview completed: 
,2 anonymous book ets completed 51 
anonymous booklets not completed - inappropriate 
]52 
4 Date of the interview: 
53 anonymous booklets not completed - refused 53 
Interview not completed: 
final refusal 71 4 7. 
respondent missed the appointment and not contacted again 72 
respondent away the whole field work period 73 
respondent incapable (e. g. sick) 74 4 8. 
other reasons (enter- 75 
no contact after 5 calls 76 
7. If refusal, enter the reason and additional information for the supervisor: 
too busy/ lack of time 1 
unpleasant experiences with interviews 2 
in principle against interviews 3 
other reasons: 
4 
8. Assessment of possible success of the supervisor: 
very likely 
likely 
possible 3 
unlikely 4 
very unlikely 5 
difficult to say 6 
9. Date: 10. Interviewer's signature: 
TO BE GIVEN TO THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE 
Institute of Public Health of the Republic of Slovenia, Trubarjeva 2,1000 Ljubljana 
4 
